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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
THE APPLICATION OF SPECTRAL AND CROSS-SPECTRAL ANALYSIS TO 
SOCIAL SCIENCES DATA  
The primary goal of this paper is to demonstrate the application of a relatively 
esoteric and interdisciplinary technique, called spectral analysis, to dyadic social sciences 
data. Spectral analysis is an analytical and statistical technique, commonly used in 
engineering, that allows times series data to be analyzed for the presence of significant 
regular/periodic fluctuations/oscillations. These periodic fluctuations are reflected in the 
frequency domain as amplitude or energy peaks at certain frequencies. Furthermore, a 
Magnitude Squared Coherence analysis may be used to interrogate more than one time 
series concurrently in order to establish the degree of frequency domain correlation 
between the two series, as well to establish the phase (lead/lag) relationship between the 
coherent frequency components. In order to demonstrate the application of spectral 
analysis, the current study utilizes a secondary dyadic dataset comprising 30 daily reports 
of perceived sexual desire for 65 couples. The secondary goal of this paper is to establish 
a) whether there is significant periodic fluctuation in perceived levels of sexual desire for
men and/or women, and at which specific frequencies, and b) how much correlation or
`cross-spectral coherence' there is between partners' sexual desire within the dyads, and c)
what the phase lead-lag relationship is between the partners at any of the identified
frequency components. Sexual desire was found to have significant periodic components
for both men and women, with a fluctuation of once per month being the most common
frequency component across the groups of individuals under analysis. Mathematical
models are presented in order to describe and illustrate these principal fluctuations.
Partners in couples, on average, were found to fluctuate together at a number of identified
frequencies, and the phase lead/lag relationships of these frequencies are presented.
KEYWORDS: FFT, DFT, Spectral Analysis, Cross Spectral Density, Dyadic, 
Magnitude Squared Coherence. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In studying phenomena that fluctuate over time, social scientists typically do not
employ much more than linear regression, ANOVA, and growth curve modeling
techniques at the analysis stage, despite the fact that the characteristics of interest may
exhibit more complex relationships or patterns that may not be uncovered with these
techniques (Vallacher & Nowak, 1997). Regular, oscillating, fluctuations cannot be
modeled linearly, or curvilinearly, as the equations for these models do not contain
periodic components. The principle purpose of this study is to describe and
demonstrate the application of a relatively esoteric and interdisciplinary technique,
called spectral analysis, to dyadic social sciences data. The application of spectral
analysis is demonstrated utilizing dyadic data for sexual desire.
Sexual desire may be defined as the "subjective feeling of wanting to engage in
sex" (Diamond, 2007, p. 861) and Regan and Atkins (2006, p. 96) note that social
scientists recognize the importance of sexual desire as "a distinct and vital component
of human sexual response". Previous research has highlighted the importance of the
role of sexual desire in a couple’s relationship satisfaction (Carvalho, 2011; Sprecher,
2002), and how a discrepancy in levels of desire between partners has been shown to
be negatively impactful in this regard (Davies, Katz, & Jackson, 1999; Mark, 2012,
2015). Furthermore, research has also shown there to be gender differences associated
with levels of sexual desire (Diamond, 2004; Regan & Atkins, 2006). For example,
research by Regan and Atkins (2006), Useche and Mckinney (1990), and Beck,
Bozman, and Qualtrough (1991) indicates that men experience desire more frequently
than do women. Altogether, there is much to suggest that instances of desire
discrepancy between partners are an expected feature of heterosexual relationships.
Finally, and in light of the research reviewed in more detail below, there may be
predictable, regular, and periodic fluctuations in sexual desire. For example, Mass,
Holldorfer, Moll, Bauer, and Wolf (2009) discuss previous research and contribute to
mounting evidence demonstrating a relationship between the female menstrual cycle
and female sexual desire.
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This paper will begin with a review of the literature on sexual desire, followed
by an overview of spectral analysis. At this point, the research questions will be
presented. The Method and Analysis section will describe, step by step, the process
adopted in order to undertake and generate the results for a spectral analysis on sexual
desire data. After the results are presented, a discussion section concludes the paper.
Sexual Desire
Introduction. This chapter introduces the role that sexual desire plays in the
human sexual response cycle, and discusses the previous literature on the topic. The
relevance of sexual desire to relationship satisfaction is highlighted, along with various
factors and mechanisms that influence sexual desire in men and women and may
contribute to regular, periodic fluctuations.
Time
Sexual Excitement/
Tension
Desire
Arousal
Plateau
Orgasm(s)
Resolution
Figure 1. The traditional sexual response model.
Adapted from W. H. Masters and Johnson (1966) and Kaplan (1988), this model is arguably
more applicable to male sexual response than female sexual response. The dashed line
indicates the situation whereby a partner (usually female) may experience more than one
orgasm before final resolution occurs.
Theoretical Model for the Sexual Response Cycle. Sexual desire has been
presented as a key component in models of human sexual response. Whilst research
has highlighted how people engage in sexual activities for a variety of reasons besides
sexual desire (Impett & Peplau, 2002), it is generally well accepted that sexual desire
plays a key role in relation to sexual activity between partners (Basson, 2000; Kaplan,
1988; W. H. Masters & Johnson, 1966). The traditional sexual response model depicts
the process as "Desire→ Arousal→ Orgasm→ Resolution"(Kaplan, 1988), and is
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presented in Figure 1, but this model fails to account for the influence of relationship
factors, such as intimacy, which may be especially relevant to women (Basson, 2000).
It also fails to account for potential circularity, in that there is nothing associating the
output of the model with the input. A more recent theoretical model for female sexual
response incorporates elements of those that were previously presented by Kaplan
(1988) and W. H. Masters and Johnson (1966), but also incorporates a feedback loop
that includes intimacy, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 (Basson, 2000, 2001, 2005).
It can be seen from the theoretical models presented in Figures 2 and 3, that intimacy
is both an outcome of sexual interaction, as well as a predictor for the start of the
sexual response cycle. Whilst sexual desire was the initiating factor in the simpler
model, it may actually occur independently of arousal. One purpose of these models is
to account for the fact that, for women, at least, sexual desire may be the result of other
relational interactions, without which, sexual interaction may occur less frequently.
	
	
	
	
	
	
Sexual	Neutrality	 Seeking	of	Stimuli	
(for	non-sexual	reasons)	 Arousal	
Arousal	
+	sexual	
desire	
Arousal	
With	or	
without	
orgasm	
	
Positive	Rewards	Regarding	Intimacy	
Figure 2. A model for female sexual response.
A model for female sexual response incorporating elements of sexual desire with intimacy
(adapted from Basson, 2000). The original author discusses how a man’s sexual response
model may not need to incorporate the intimacy component, although more recent research has
highlighted the importance of relationship factors for both men and women. As such, the
incorporation of a relationship component in the model may be warranted for both men and
women.
Basson (2000) suggests that the male sexual response cycle may not be as
dependent on relationship factors, and how, at the beginning of the relationship, the
female sexual response cycle may be more similar to the male’s. She also notes how a
failure to acknowledge relationship factors when assessing hypoactive female sexual
desire could lead to a misguided diagnosis (e.g. of pathology) and similarly misguided
treatment. Whilst commentary by Regan and Berscheid (2001) corroborates the
supposition that the ‘romantic’ aspects are more salient for women than for men, when
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it comes to sexual desire, relationship factors may actually be important to men too.
Research has since suggested that stressors originating from within the relationships
(as opposed to external, work stressors, for example) do not only affect women’s
sexual desire, but men’s sexual desire as well (Bodenmann, Ledermann, Blattner, &
Galluzzo, 2006). As such, the theoretical models in Figures 2 and 3 may also describe
the male’s sexual response cycle. In any case, the model encourages and justifies the
considerations for relational influencers, as well as highlighting a need to explore the
potential for gender differences. Therefore, the model is used to guide and inform the
present review of the literature surrounding sexual desire.
Willingness	
to	become	
receptive
Multiple	reasons	and	
incentives	for	instigating	or	
agreeing	to	sex
Nonsexual	rewards:	emotional	
intimacy,	well-being,	lack	of	
negative	effects	from	sexual	
avoidance
Sexual	satisfaction	with	or	
without	orgasm(s)
Spontaneous	‘innate’	
desire
Sexual	stimuli	with	
appropriate	context
Subjective	arousal
Arousal	and	responsive	
sexual	desire
motivation
Psychological	and	
biological	processing
Figure 3. A alternate representation of the model for female sexual response.
A model for female sexual response incorporating elements of sexual desire with intimacy
(adapted from Basson, 2005).
Sexual and Relationship Satisfaction, and Dyadic Research. Previous
research has highlighted the positive association between sexual satisfaction and
relationship satisfaction (Carvalho, 2011; Mark, 2012; McNulty, Wenner, & Fisher,
2016; Sprecher, 2002). As depicted by the model presented in Figure 3, sexual
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satisfaction may influence the motivation to engage in sexual activity, and research has
corroborated the supposition that sexual satisfaction behaves as a mediator between
sexual desire and relationship satisfaction (Mark, 2012). As such, couples who have
low sexual desire may have low sexual satisfaction, and therefore also have low
relationship satisfaction. Longitudinal, dyadic research by McNulty et al. (2016) has
highlighted both the positive, bidirectional link between sexual satisfaction and
frequency of sexual activity, as well as the positive, bidirectional link between marital
satisfaction and sexual satisfaction for couples.
Other research by Mark (2012) and Davies et al. (1999) utilized dyadic data and
investigated the role of sexual desire discrepancy for relationship satisfaction. Dyadic
analyses account for the statistical interdependence between partners in the dyad
(Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006), and sexual desire discrepancy describes a situation
where partners within a relationship each exhibit differing levels of sexual desire. For
example, one partner may desire sex, but the other may not. The aforementioned
studies highlighted a possible negative association between desire discrepancy and
sexual and relationship satisfaction. Further, in one study of 2,632 American women,
32% reported low sexual desire or desire discrepancy as an issue (Ellison, 2001).
Similarly, in a study by Bodenmann et al. (2006), 32% of the women in the sample
reported hypoactive sexual desire as the primary sexual issue. This was, in fact, the
most common complaint pertaining to these women’s sexual concerns. Since sexual
desire discrepancy has been shown to be a salient factor that is negatively associated
with sexual satisfaction (Bridges & Horne, 2007; Mark, 2012), and sexual satisfaction
has, in turn, been shown to positively predict relationship satisfaction, one may assume
that sexual desire is an important factor for relationship satisfaction.
The study by Bridges and Horne (2007) was notable in its exploration of sexual
desire for lesbian women, and utilized an online sample of 1072 women. Lesbian
women represent a minority of the population, and therefore, to collect 1072 responses
is commendable. However, one potential limitation of this study that is not discussed,
may be that some of these participants could have actually been in a relationship with
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each other. If this were the case, then the statistical assumption of independence would
have been violated, which is something which may be accounted for by using dyadic
data collection and analysis techniques.
Researchers have highlighted the differences between how men and women
perceive sex as a topic of discourse (Montemurro, Bartasavich, & Wintermute, 2015),
and how sociocultural incentives may encourage men to be more sexual than women,
especially outside of relationships (N. T. Masters, Casey, Wells, & Morrison, 2013).
For example, men may be considered "players" if they value sex above relationships,
whereas women are valued for sexual purity (N. T. Masters et al., 2013, p. 3). In line
with these societal pressures, research has also strongly suggested that men, in general,
experience sexual desire more frequently, and more intensely, than do women
(Baumeister, Cantanese, & Vohs, 2001; Beck et al., 1991; Peplau, 2003; Regan &
Atkins, 2006; Useche & Mckinney, 1990). In the study by Bodenmann et al. (2006),
only 13.2% of men reported experiencing hypoactive sexual desire as occurring
‘often-very often’ in comparison with 34% of women. Additionally, research on a
sample of 144 college students aged 18-54 found that 82% of women as compared
with 60% of men had participated in sexual activity without experiencing sexual desire
(Beck et al., 1991). This indicates that sexual activity need not be driven entirely by
sexual desire (even if it is a significant factor), and also lends weight to the supposition
that a woman may be more likely than a man to be the partner with lower sexual desire
at any particular time.
In research by Regan and Atkins (2006), in a demographically diverse sample of
676 participants, the men were found to experience desire four times more frequently
than women (37 times per week and 9 times a week on average, for men and women
respectively). Similarly, and in the same study, men reported thinking about sex 60
times a week in comparison with women who thought about it 15 times a week. Even
though the indication seems to be that there are indeed various gender differences
relating to levels of sexual desire, relatively little research has been done to more
precisely quantify the relative frequencies for men and women (Regan & Atkins,
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2006).
In three separate dyadic studies, Muise, Kim, Stanton, and Impett (2016)
discovered a further gender difference pertaining to the estimation of one partner’s
sexual desire by the other in committed relationships. The results suggest that men
significantly underestimate their partner’s levels of sexual desire, particularly on days
when they themselves wish to avoid sexual rejection. The authors note that the higher
levels of men’s desire may play a role in this gender gap.
Notwithstanding the importance of this research, it may nonetheless be worth
noting that previous research may have been biased in measuring sexual desire from a
male perspective (Peplau, 2003). Additionally, Impett, Peplau, and Gable (2005)
discuss the previous research indicating that men desire sex in order to achieve
physical gratification, whilst women desire sex for the sake of intimacy. As such, and
as highlighted in the sexual desire model in Figures 2 and 3, sexual desire for women
may be dependent on other factors (such as intimacy) that may be key to
understanding any possible differences between the male and female sexual responses.
Hormonal Influences. A number of studies have indicated that women’s
sexual desire may fluctuate according to the different phases in the menstrual cycle
(Bullivant et al., 2004; Mass et al., 2009; Pillsworth, Haselton, & Buss, 2004; Silber,
1994; Stanislaw & Rice, 1988), which highlights the potential for a gender difference
that has biological origins, and has potentially regular and predictable ramifications.
Female sexual desire has been shown to increase during the follicular phase of the
menstrual cycle, peak during the ovulatory phase, and subside at the start of the luteal
phase. As such, the probability of engagement in sexual activity is increased during
the follicular phase (Caruso et al., 2014; Mass et al., 2009). More subtle effects
relating to how the menstrual cycle affects women and their sexual preferences,
behaviors, and/or responses are discussed in other research. For example, women were
found to be more sexually responsive (in terms of genital arousal) to films depicting
penetrative sex than they were to films depicting oral sex during the follicular phase, in
comparison with women in their luteal phase (Suschinsky, Bossio, & Chivers, 2014).
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Similar results regarding women’s response to erotic images were found by Mass et al.
(2009). Furthermore, other research has looked at the levels of testosterone,
progesterone and estradiol in order to investigate the link between specific hormones
and sexual desire and sexual activity (Roney & Simmons, 2013). The researchers
confirmed the association between menstrual cycle and sexual desire, but only found
‘trend significance’ in a link between the specific hormones and the desire (indicating
that other factors may be at play). A report by Tarin and Piquer (2002) explores
previous research and highlights how women are more responsive to male olfactory
(smell) and visual cues at the point of peak fertility. Interestingly, they found that men
displayed a higher preference to the odor of women when the women were in their
luteal phase, despite the follicular phase being the one associated with increased
fertility. However, it is worth worth noting that the authors caveat their conclusions by
affirming that social, cultural, environmental and psychological facts all play a part.
Other research has investigated the impact of hormonal contraceptives on levels of
sexual desire (Mark, Leistner, & Garcia, 2016). The results indicate that whilst
hormonal contraceptives may negatively impact female sexual desire, these effects
become insignificant in long-term relationships. Regardless, an acknowledgement of
the potential for menstrual, periodic components is warranted.
Research has highlighted the association between testosterone and erectile
functioning, mood, and sexual activity in men (Anderson et al., 1999; Carani,
Bancroft, Granata, Del Rio, & Marrama, 1992), although there is still relatively little
on the topic (Hirschenhauser, Frigerio, & Grammer, 2002). One study identified a
potential circaseptan (7-day) rhythm in males’ testosterone levels, but the authors are
careful to note that the sexual activity may precede, rather than succeed, male peaks in
hormones (Hirschenhauser et al., 2002). In other words, rather than testosterone levels
predicting sexual activity, it was the sexual activity itself that caused an increase in
testosterone. Further, a 28-day cycle was identified in men in relationships who were
prospective fathers and trying to conceive, but not in men who were single. As such,
the 28-day cycle may also be a result of - or reaction to - the menstrual cycle of their
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female partners (Hirschenhauser et al., 2002). That being said, the aforementioned
study by Mark et al. (2016) indicated that men’s sexual desire was not impacted by
their partner’s use of hormonal contraceptives, even though the usage significantly
impacted the female’s sexual desire at the beginning of relationships. In general, the
influence of testosterone on male behavior is far from insignificant. For example
Booth and Dabbs (1993) found that men high in testosterone were less likely to get
married, and more likely to be adulterous or divorce if married. However, research has
not yet identified a significant, regular, periodic component to men’s hormones,
particularly in relation to sexual desire.
If female sexual desire varies significantly according to the menstrual cycle, but
male sexual desire does not, and if sexual desire discrepancy describes the difference
in the levels of sexual desire between partners, then it follows that desire discrepancy
may also be a function of menstrual cycle. This provides further evidence that sexual
desire discrepancy is not necessarily an indication of pathology in a heterosexual
couple, but may actually be an expected feature.
Summary and Discussion. It should be clear from the review of the literature
surrounding the topic of sexual desire, that sexual desire is influenced both by
biological factors and by non-biological factors. For instance, whilst female sexual
desire may fluctuate according to the phases of the menstrual cycle, relationship
factors also impact both men’s and women’s levels of sexual desire. Furthermore, it
should also be evident that a linear prediction is not necessarily an appropriate way to
model how an individual’s sexual desire fluctuates - to borrow from a systems theory
perspective, feedback loops exist that describe a circular interaction between different
interacting factors (von Bertalanffy, 1968). For example, whilst an increase in
experienced relationship intimacy may positively impact the levels or frequency of
sexual desire, relationship intimacy may also be impacted by the sexual satisfaction
that results from higher levels of sexual desire. As such, whilst certain factors may be
more influential than others, it may be overly simplistic to reduce the phenomena to a
simple ‘single-shot’, cross-sectional association. Furthermore, the experience of
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relationship intimacy from one partner may depend on the expression of intimacy from
the other, who’s own relationship satisfaction may be influencing their ability or
willingness to provide such intimacy. Thus, the associations between the factors may
not only be circular, but also relate to the experiences and perceptions of the dyad,
rather than solely the individual. For phenomena that concern couples, these
considerations encourage researchers to undertake dyadic data collection and analysis.
A number of non-biological factors were noted that contribute to the gender
differences so far observed in previous research. N. T. Masters et al. (2013) note how
men may be considered ‘players’ if they value sex above relationships, whereas
women are, in contrast, valued for sexual purity. Other researchers have also noted
how important negative or restrictive beliefs are in impacting sexual desire. In fact,
one study (which utilized an all-male sample) found that dysfunctional sexual beliefs
(such as notions of perversion or shame) were more significantly and negatively
associated with sexual desire than medical problems were, unless the medical
problems specifically affected feelings of self-worth or confidence (Carvalho, 2011).
Opinions about the ‘acceptability’ of specific sexual behaviors may be influenced by
cultural factors, such as religion (Garcia, Gray-Stanley, & Ramirez-Valles, 2008), and
so it may be expected that sexual desire is also a function of geographic location
insofar as it accounts for sociocultural variation.
Sexual desire is often discussed in relation to ‘frequency’ or ‘regularity’. For
instance, women’s sexual desire may oscillate according to the menstrual cycle, whilst
men’s may be more irregular and unpredictable, but more frequent and intense. Male
desire may also be a function of female desire, and vice versa, for heterosexual
couples. Furthermore, even though previous research has suggested that external
stressors are not significant in influencing sexual desire (at least not in comparison
with internal, relational stressors), it still seems reasonable to consider the potential for
regular life events to play a part in mediating sexual desire. For example, previous
research has shown that mood may vary according to a circaseptan (7-day/weekly)
rhythm for men and women (Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990), as well as monthly (28 days)
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in women (Larsen, 1987). Indeed, this fluctuation in mood may also be a product of
the menstrual cycle. As such, there is much evidence to suggest that regular, periodic,
chronobiological, and chronosocial1 effects exist.
This complexity behooves the adoption of more comprehensive methodological,
modeling, and analytical approaches. It is the particular aim of the current study to
address the potential for sexual desire to fluctuate regularly and predictably (as a result
of the aforementioned potential chronobiological or chronosocial influences).
Furthermore, if there are periodic, regular, predictable components in sexual desire, it
would also be interesting to establish whether there is synchrony, or asynchrony,
between dyads in a romantic relationship and/or whether there is a time lag between
partners. Such a technique exists, and it is known as ‘spectral analysis’.
Spectral Analysis
This chapter begins with an introduction to spectral analysis, which is a
relatively uncommon analytical technique in the social sciences, and highlights the
reasons why it may be useful within this field. Then, a mathematical description is
provided with examples. Time-windowing is described, as well as measures for
assessing the shared periodic variance across dyadic time series data, lead-lag
relationships between the dyadic time series, and significance testing. Finally, some
assumptions, limitations and requirements for spectral analysis are discussed.
All examples and analyses were carried out with Matlab 2017a, and with the
assistance of the associated documentation (MathWorks, 2017).
Introduction - Why Spectral Analysis? A review of various social sciences
literature highlights the relative abundance of linear regression modeling and the
comparable sparsity of more complex time-series analytical techniques such as
spectral analysis2. Whilst this may seem surprising, given that social scientists are
concerned with many variables that change in highly complex ways over time
1 Chronobiological and chronosocial effects may, for example, be those due to menstrual cycle and the
working-week respectively.
2 One exception includes work by John Gottman (Gottman, 1981).
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(Vallacher & Nowak, 1997), there are a number of possible reasons for this: First,
linear regression is an effective and well-established method for demonstrating
basic/fundamental relationships between variables (Field, 2009). Indeed, Kahneman
(2011, p. 226) notes how the use of more statistically complex algorithms often adds
"little or no value"; second, researchers only need access to cross-sectional data in
order to undertake a regression analysis (Field, 2009) meaning that time-series data are
comparably more effortful to collect, and therefore more rare; thirdly, in order to
undertake spectral analysis, there are a number of requirements for the data (to be
discussed below) which make data collection expensive, time consuming, and difficult
(Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013); fourthly, undertaking spectral analysis needs to be done
with caution and is not without risk of bias (Thomson, 1982); finally, and as Boker and
Wenger (2007) note, despite the commonality of time-series analytical techniques in
the physical sciences, the mathematical concepts are not likely to be easily understood
by most psychological scientists, who may have limited mathematical knowledge.
Gottman, Murray, Swanson, Tyson, and Swanson (2003) have pushed for more
comprehensive mathematical approaches to societal relationships but note that some of
social science has roots in psychoanalytic theories which may be quite abstract, and
lacking in testability/refutability. The combination of all the above factors may, in
general, discourage the use of spectral analysis in social science (Gottman, 1979).
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(c) Graph showing f(x) =
x+ 0.5 sin 6x+ 0.3 sin 40x
Figure 4. Linear and Periodic Superposition.
Graphs showing the superposition of one sine wave (Figure 4b) and then two sine waves
(Figure 4c) upon a line (Figure 4a)
So, why spectral analysis? Indeed, in light of the comments by Kahneman
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(2011), it would seem that regression should more than suffice for exploring the
fundamental relationships between variables. This is fine for cross-sectional data, or
even for data with very few time points, but periodically fluctuating phenomena across
time cannot be investigated with regression. Stroud and Booth (2003, p. 183) define a
periodic signal as one who’s “function values repeat at regular intervals of the
independent variable.” Whilst a linear relationship between two variables could be
easily described by y = x (a simplified version of the regression equation describing a
1:1 relationship), graphed in Figure 4a, this speaks nothing for whether there is
periodic variation associated with that signal (see Figures 4b), possibly at two or more
levels (Figure 4c).
Thus, in order to extract the periodic information from the data, an analytical
technique such as spectral analysis is required. Chatfield (2005) and Cooley, Lewis,
and Welch (1967) describe a brief history of spectral analysis, and Oppenheim,
Willsky, and Young (1983) note its importance at least as far back as the Babylonian
times (around 4000 years ago) for making astronomical predictions. Chatfield (2005)
and Abramovich, Bailey, and Sapatinas (2000) highlight its current wide and frequent
use by scientists of physics, meteorology, marine science and others. Stowell and
Plumbley (2014) provide an informative description of its application in the analysis of
birdsong. In relation to this study, spectral analysis can be used in order to investigate
whether sexual desire may have periodically fluctuating components.
Previous Usage of Spectral Analysis in Social Science. As discussed above,
there is relatively little use of spectral analysis in social sciences, for various reasons.
Exceptions include the use of various spectral analyses for ElectroEncephaloGram
(EEG) (Jacobs & Friedman, 2004; Masumoto, Morinushi, Kawasaki, & Takigawa,
1998), in particular in relation to the separation of brain waves into alpha waves, beta
waves etc.; identification of weekly periodicity in characteristics of mood and
personality (Brown & Moskowitz, 1998; Campbell, Chew, & Scratchley, 1991;
Larsen, 1987; Larsen, Augustine, & Prizmic, 2009; Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990); and
cross-spectral analysis for social interaction (for example, the rhythm or frequency of
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mother-infant gaze) (Gottman, 1979; Gottman & Ringland, 1981; Lester, Hoffman, &
Brazelton, 1985; Warner, Malloy, Schneider, Knoth, & Wilder, 1987). Outside of
social sciences, cross-spectral analysis has been used to investigate the decreased
coherence in brainwave activity in patients with schizophrenia (Bert, Park, & Liddle,
2010; Yeragani, Cashmere, Miewald, Tancer, & Keshavan, 2006). Cross-spectral
analysis allows for a measurement of the correlation or ‘spectral coherence’ between
signals. Cross-correlation and spectral coherence are also discussed below.
Spectral Analysis - the Math. First, it would be pertinent to make a few
definitions. A simple, continuous, periodic function of time is shown in Figure 5. The
general form for this function is:
x(t) = A sin(ωt) (1)
Where t refers to time, and ω is the angular frequency of the wave and is equal to
ω = 2πf , where f is the frequency of the wave (in cycles per unit time), and A is the
peak (i.e. maximum) amplitude of the wave.
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Figure 5. A simple sine wave.
A simple sine wave with the length of one period illustrated.
The interval between the start and end of each repetition or cycle is called the
‘period’, T , and is illustrated in the figure (Stroud & Booth, 2003). By eye, one can
estimate the length of the period of the example wave as being approximately 65
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seconds. The highest and lowest peaks of the wave correspond with the maximum
amplitude, A, of the wave - in this case, the amplitude is equal to one, even though it
oscillates over a range of -1 to 1 (i.e. a range of 2). The frequency, f , (in Hertz, or
cycles per second) is equal to 1/T , which comes to 0.015Hz (based off the rough
estimate). With this information, the equation for this wave may be written as:
x(t) = 1 sin(2π0.015t) (2)
The basis for spectral analysis is principally grounded in Fourier’s theorem,
which posits that any periodic function of time can be represented as a sum of sine
(e.g. Equation 2) and cosine functions of varying amplitudes and frequencies. As such,
a mathematical description of and infinite Fourier series for a signal is presented by
Stroud and Booth (2003, p. 183) as:
f(x) = a02 +
∞∑
n=1
(an cos(nx) + bn sin(nx)) (3)
Cowpertwait and Metcalfe (2009, p. 173) expand this for a finite series as
follows:
xt =
a0
2 + a1 cos(
2πt
n
) + b1 sin(
2πt
n
) + ...+ an/2−1 cos(
2(n2 − 1)πt
n
)...
...+ bn/2−1 sin(
2(n2 − 1)πt
n
) + an/2 cos(πt)
(4)
And Cryer and Chan (2008, p. 321) describe it in terms of an outcome variable
Yt:
Yt = A0 +
m∑
j=1
(Aj cos(2πfjt) +Bj sin(2πfjt)) (5)
Each of these equations are similar variations, where Equation 3 presents the
theorem for the continuous case, and Equations 4 and 5 are for the discrete case (see
below for a discussion of discrete and continuous signals). f(x), xt and Yt are all
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functions of some variable, in this case, time, ‘t’. The pairs of coefficients an and bn or
Aj and Bj describe the amplitudes of each sine and cosine component respectively,
where each pair is of a different multiple frequency n or fj (in Cowpertwait and
Metcalfe the first pair is at (2πt), the second pair at (4πt), and so on). The sine and
cosine components follow the general form presented in Equation 2.
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x1t=sin(120pi*t)
x2t=0.5cos(200pi*t)
x3t=sin(120pi*t)+0.5cos(200pi*t)
Figure 6. Sine wave summation.
Two example signals x1t (red) and x2t (green) at 60Hz and 100Hz respectively, and their sum
x3t (blue).
The signal under investigation may be continuous or discrete, where a discrete
signal example could be daily sales figures, and a continuous signal example could be
the analogue signal from a radar return (Jenkins & Watts, 1968). Social science data
sampled at regular time intervals (such as daily data for perceived levels of sexual
desire) would be an example of a discrete signal, and therefore Equation 5 would
suffice.
By way of example, consider two audio waves oscillating at 60Hz and 100Hz,
with amplitudes of 1 and 0.5 respectively. These waves can be described as
x1t = sin(2π60t), x2t = 0.5 cos(2π100t), and the sum of these two waves, ‘x3t’, can
be described as x3t = x1t + x2t = sin(2π60t) + 0.5 cos(2π100t). A sample of these
signals is shown in the time domain in Figure 6. It may be that a researcher collects
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data that yields only the sum product of the two other component waves (i.e. the blue
wave in Figure 6). It is the task of spectral analysis to allow the decomposition of this
composite wave into its constituent components.
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Figure 7. Example DFT.
A DFT of example signal x3t, which contains components at 60Hz and 100Hz, over a time
period of 0.5 seconds.
A Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which is a computationally efficient
algorithm for transforming the discrete time domain signal into the frequency domain,
is a type of spectral analysis that allows for the identification of periodic components
within discrete signals (Cooley & Tukey, 1965; Gentleman, 1966). It is defined by
MathWorks (2017) as follows:
yk+1 =
n−1∑
j=1
ωjkxj+1 (6)
where i refers to the square root of −1, x is a vector of n samples to be transformed,
ω = e−2π/n and is the angular frequency associated with the complex roots j, k and
where j and k range from 0 to n− 1 (MathWorks, 2017).
As can be seen from Figure 7, a DFT of x3t has successfully identified the
frequencies and amplitudes of the waves at 60Hz and 100Hz at amplitudes of 1 and 0.5
respectively. Notice that there is no information describing the fact that one of the
constituent waves was a cosine (i.e. π2 radians out of phase with a sine wave) - this is
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because the information in Figure 7 represents the magnitude (or ‘real’) amplitudes of
the frequency components. A DFT does, however, output complex pairs for each
frequency component, from which the phase information may be derived.
For the purposes of demonstration, the DFT carried out by way of example
above was undertaken on a 0.5 second duration time series sampled at 2000Hz,
yielding 1000 sampling points (sampling 2000 times per second yields 1000 data
points in half a second). Its high accuracy is predominantly owing to the fact that, at
60Hz and 100Hz, which are the frequencies of the component waves, there are 30 and
50 cycles over that 0.5 second time period respectively. If the time period was only
0.034 seconds, then there would only be two complete cycles at 60Hz, and 2.4 cycles
at 100Hz. A DFT of this same signal, but over a short 0.034second duration time
sample (still sampled at 2000Hz) yields the result shown in Figure 8. Clearly, this has
not been as successful. This is because the time sample is not long enough to allow for
confident estimations of the spectral constituents of the signal. Concretely, researchers
should be mindful that the accuracy of the results will depend on both the rate of
sampling, and the period of time for which the signal under investigation is sampled.
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Figure 8. Example DFT
A DFT of example signal x3t, which contains components at 60Hz and 100Hz, over a short
time period of 0.034 seconds.
There are two main limitations for spectral analysis (independently of those for
DFT specifically): First, there is a tradeoff between time domain and frequency
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domain resolution/accuracy (Jenkins & Watts, 1968; MathWorks, 2017; Stowell &
Plumbley, 2014; Watkinson, 2001). This tradeoff between time domain accuracy and
frequency domain accuracy is analogous to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
Accuracy cannot be achieved simultaneous in both domains. In other words, the longer
(and less temporally specific) the time domain sample is, the higher the accuracy in the
frequency domain. The shorter (and more temporally specific) the time domain sample
is, the less precise the frequency domain representation is. However, for signals that
are stationary or deterministic (in that the characteristics of the periodic components
do not significantly vary over time), high time domain accuracy is not important, and it
makes more sense to maximize the frequency domain accuracy. For example, in order
to identify regular and cyclical/periodic fluctuations of individuals’ mood over the
course of a week, researchers may attain more accurate estimations of the frequencies
of the fluctuations the longer the period of study is. In this case, researchers should
study the individuals over the course of as many weeks as is feasible. In doing so, the
results will assume that the frequency components remain stationary over the course of
that period (i.e. they do not change in frequency). Second, the signal must be sampled
at at least twice the frequency of the highest frequency of interest (Jenkins & Watts,
1968; Watkinson, 2001). For example, for 30 samples of daily diary data, the highest
frequency of a periodic signal that can be identified is one cycle per every two days
(because the sampling occurs once a day), which would imply 15 cycles in total across
that 30 day time span. Since the signal is a function of time, and is being represented
by functions with regular and stable periodicity, the data must also be sampled at
regular intervals. Any component of periodicity that exceeds these limitations will be
‘aliased’ back into the signal and will result in spurious results (Hamilton, 1994, p.
161). Unfortunately, researchers may often have little control over the possibility of
aliasing, because, with human participants, the choice of sampling frequency is limited
practically. As such, there will be a certain probability that the data will contain aliased
artifacts. Relating this consideration to the example above, in seeking to identify mood
fluctuations that occur once daily, sampling must occur at least twice a day.
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The implications for the analysis of social science data are therefore that:
a) For high frequency-domain accuracy, longitudinal data sets are required (low
temporal specificity, high frequency domain accuracy);
b) a consistent sampling rate is maintained. For example, for a variable that is
supposed to be cycling every two days, a data point needs to be acquired at least
once a day.
Furthermore, there should ideally be no missing data points (Cowpertwait &
Metcalfe, 2009), although Broersen (2006) and Christmas (2013) discuss potential
ways around this common problem.
Social sciences data are, of course, not like audio data, in that audio is concerned
with cycles in the 20Hz - 20kHz range and comprise thousands of data points, whereas
a cycle in social science data may span hours, days, months or more, and comprise
tens of data points. However, the challenges associated with spectral analysis of audio
data are still (to similar extents) applicable to social sciences data.
Time-Windowing. A further contribution of error occurs when the signal
being analyzed starts at a non-zero point, or if the sampling period is not a multiple of
the period of the wave being analyzed (Wickramarachi, 2003) and does not start and
end at a zero-crossing point. To illustrate what is meant by this, consider Figure 9.
This Figure 9 shows how the value of Y is truncated according to the points at which it
began to be sampled. The sample values appear to simply ‘begin’ at 0.8, and end at
-0.5, rather than increasing from zero and subsequently decreasing to zero. For
example, when sampling a participant’s level of sexual desire, it is unlikely that
sampling will start and finish at a zero-crossing point, even if their data is centered
around zero according to their individual mean. The problem with this is that the DFT
will assume this discontinuity or ‘instantaneous jump’ from zero to some non-zero
value is part of the signal, which contributes error to the results. Whilst the data should
be centered according to the mean in order to avoid any offset at frequencies of 0Hz
(Cowpertwait & Metcalfe, 2009), centering does not solve the issue of truncation.
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Centering according to the initial value is therefore only suitable if the first and last
values sampled are both equal to each other and also equal to the mean.
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Figure 9. Signal Discontinuity
Example of signal discontinuity due to Y being truncated as a result of being sampled at a time
corresponding with a non-zero point in the cycle. Assume the sampling period begins when Y
becomes non-zero, and ends when Y becomes zero once again. The figure demonstrates how,
because of this truncation, the signal appears to jump from zero to a non-zero value once
sampling begins.
In order to mitigate this problem, time-windowing may be used. Windowing
forces the beginning and end of the sampled data to begin at a zero value. Whereas the
example shown in Figure 9 could be considered to have a ‘rectangular’ window
function, in that there is no tapering and the original signal is left untouched, in Figure
10 a ‘Hann’ windowed sine wave is shown. By multiplying the signal depicted in
Figure 9 by the Hann window, any discontinuities at the beginning or end of the
sample time period would not be manifest after the windowing has occurred. This
particular wave is generated by performing element-wise matrix multiplication of a
sine function with the Hann function, described mathematically in Equation 7.
Windowing brings its own disadvantages in that it evidently skews the data so that the
values are reduced in amplitude at both ends of the sampling period. (Brillinger, 1980;
Oppenheim et al., 1983; Thomson, 1982; Watkinson, 2001; Wickramarachi, 2003;
Yuen, 1979) However, this is only a problem if the spectral content varies over the
course of the windowed period. If analyzing a deterministic or stationary signal (i.e.
one where the periodic characteristics do not change over time), or a locally stationary
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Figure 10. Hann/Hanning Window
Example of the effect of windowing a sine wave with a ‘Hann’ window (where the Hann
function is depicted in red). This was produced using element-wise matrix multiplication of the
Hann function in Matlab 2017a with a sine function.
or psuedo-stationary signal (i.e. one where the periodic characteristics do not change
over the period of analysis) then the only issue pertaining to windowing concerns the
concomitant reduction in energy (Stowell & Plumbley, 2014). This reduction can
easily be compensated for by multiplying the windowed signal by the amplitude factor
(see below). Maintaining unbiased energy is important if one wishes to establish the
proportion of variance in the data that is fluctuating according to the frequencies
identified by the DFT, as well as estimating significance more reliably (see below for
how to estimate significance).
Adapted from (Blackman & Beebe, 1959, p. 98) by Weisstein (n.d.), the Hann
window is defined as:
A(x) = 12(1 + cos
πx
a
) (7)
Where the ratio x
a
describes the relative width of the window to its height. Whilst
there are a number of window options to choose from, such as Hamming window,
Blackman window, Nutall window and others, Wickramarachi (2003) provides a
concise review of why the Hann (referred to as ‘Hanning’ in the paper by
Wickramarachi) window is suitable in providing good frequency accuracy at the
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expense of some amplitude error. Brillinger (1980) in particular notes the tradeoff
between having to break statistical rules (so to speak) and achieving a less biased
frequency spectrum amplitude. However, this bias, as mentioned, is only a problem for
time signals that vary in their spectral content across the course of the window period.
If the assumption is made that they do not, then an amplitude correction fact can be
applied - in the case of a Hanning window, this amplitude correction factor is 2
(WaveMetrics, 2017, p. 247):
Amplitude Correction Factor = 1/
∫ 1
0
1− cos(2πx/N)
2 = 2 (8)
As such, the windowed data need only be multiplied by two to restore the
original amplitude and energy content of the wave.
Cross-Spectral Correlation, Phase Shift, and Accounting for Dyadic
Interdependence. Two DFTs of two time series may be compared for shared
variance or cross-spectral correlation. The cross-spectral correlation can lie between 0
and 1 and provides an estimate of shared variance for all frequencies (Jenkins & Watts,
1968; Lester et al., 1985).3 As Kenny et al. (2006) state, if the phase shift between the
signals is negligible, and there is high level of correlation, the two signals may be said
to be in synchrony, and coherent. It is worth noting that the correlation itself pertains
to the correlation of the frequency content of the two series and does not fully account
for the phase. Therefore, two series comprising two spectral components of the same
frequency that are Pi radians out of phase (i.e. in reciprocal polarity) would still be
deemed to have high correlation despite their inverse relationship. A phase analysis
may therefore be undertaken to establish the relationship between the spectral
components in the two series of interest.
As an example of correlation and phase shift, consider two independent signals:
x(t)1 = 0.6 sin(2π150t) + 0.8 sin(2π300t) (9)
3 A useful description of spectral coherence is provided by McNames (2017) from Portland State
University.
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and
x(t)2 = 1.2 cos(2π150t) + 1.6 cos(2π300t) (10)
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Figure 11. Example waves
A sample of two independent, discrete signals x(t)1 = 0.6 sin(2π150t) + 0.8 sin(2π300t) and
x(t)2 = 1.2 cos(2π150t) + 1.6 cos(2π300t). Note that this is a discrete representation of these
signals (hence the ‘jagged’ lines connecting the points). This does not affect the analysis.
The two waves are presented in Figure 11. It may be noted that the relationships
between the amplitudes and frequencies of the two waves by inspection of the
equations; the frequency components of both waves are identical (both have 150Hz
and 300Hz components), and the amplitudes for x(t)2 are double those in x(t)1. It may
also be noted that Equation 9 comprises sine waves, whereas Equation 10 comprises
cosine waves. A cosine wave is equivalent to a sine wave that is shifted by π2 rad.
A plot of the DFTs for both x(t)1 and x(t)2 is presented in Figure 12. As can be
seen, both traces lie on top of each other, and the information in the original waves is
successfully recovered. Figure 13 shows the Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) for
x(t)1 and x(t)2 after a small quantity of Gaussian random noise (mean 0, variance 0.1)
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Figure 12. Example DFT
A DFT of independent, discrete signals x(t)1 = 0.6 sin(2π150t) + 0.8 sin(2π300t) (red) and
x(t)2 = 1.2 cos(2π150t) + 1.6 cos(2π300t) (blue)
is added to both signals (the noise is added in order that the coherence not be equal to
one at all frequencies). The MSC is a measure of the coherence in frequency content
of two signals (Miskovic & Keil, 2015; Shao, Peng, & Zheng, 2014; Thomson, 1982;
Wang & Tang, 2004) and is calculated according to equation 11 below:
Cxy(ω) =
|Pxy(ω)|2
Pxx(ω)Pyy(ω)
(11)
where Pxx(ω) and Pyy(ω) are the power spectral densities (PSDs) of signal x
and signal y, Pxy(ω) is the cross power spectral density (CPSD), and ‘ω’ is the
normalized frequency (MathWorks, 2017). The cross spectral power density Pxy(f)
may be calculated according to:
Pxy(ω) =
1
L
X(ejω)Y ∗(ejω) (12)
where X(ejω) is the DFT of time-domain signal x, and Y ∗(ejω) is the complex
conjugate of the DFT of the time-domain signal y and L is a scaling factor proportional
to the length of the signal. This is essentially the same as a cross-correlation measure,
but in the frequency domain. A problem with this occurs when the magnitude squared
coherence is calculated, and this is demonstrated in Equation 13. Equation 11 may be
expanded to be written as follows, after substituting the definition of Pxy(f) presented
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in Equation 12 and the full expressions for power spectral densities Pxx(f) and Pyy(f):
Cxy(ω) =
1
L
X(ejω)Y ∗(ejω)× 1
L
X∗(ejω)Y (ejω)
1
L
X(ejω)X∗(ejω)× 1
L
Y (ejω)Y ∗(ejω) = 1 (13)
As may be seen, the numerator and denominator are mathematically identical,
resulting in a MSC conistently equal to 1. In order to circumvent this issue, windowed
averaging methods may be used to calculate the power spectra, according to ‘Welch’s
method’, before the cross spectra is calculated (MathWorks, 2017; Welch, 1967). First,
the time signals must be divided into ‘K’ segments, each of length ‘S’, with overlap
between segments of ‘R’ (see Figure 22 for an example of the windowing and
overlap). Second, the segments are windowed, and a DFT is undertaken for each
segment. Third, Pxx(ω), Pyy(ω) and Pxy(ω) are calculated for each segment yielding:
Ikxx(ω) = 1L |Xk(e
jω)|2, Ikyy(ω) = 1L |Yk(e
jω)|2, and Ikxy(ω) = 1LXk(e
jω)Y ∗k (ejω), so that
finally, Cxy(ω) may be calculated according to the averages of these terms as follows:
Cxy(ω) =
| 1
K
∑K
k=1 I
k
xy(ω)|2
1
K
∑K
k=1 I
k
xx(ω) 1K
∑K
k=1 I
k
yy(ω)
(14)
(Fleischmann, Mathis, Kucera, & Dahinden, 2015; Haykin & Van Veen, 2003;
MathWorks, 2017)
The cross-spectrum phase is shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that, at the
frequencies highlighted in Figure 13 of 150Hz and 300Hz, the phase shift is 0.5πrad,
which is as expected. Note that, whilst the phase shift is positive, there is no indication
of causality. A sine wave may be considered to be lagging a cosine wave by π2 rad, or
leading it by 3π2 rad.
Significance Testing with Spectral Analysis. The method to establish a
significance test for spectral analysis can be derived from the general principles of
statistical significance estimation. It is useful to consider the null outcome: If the
hypothesis posits that there is periodic information, then the null hypothesis holds that
there is no periodicity in the data. In other words, the null hypothesis states that a DFT
of the data is no different from a DFT of a truly random version of those data. There
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Figure 13. Magnitude Squared Coherence
An MSC of two independent, discrete signals x(t)1 = 0.6 sin(2π150t) + 0.8 sin(2π300t) + n1
and x(t)2 = 1.2 cos(2π150t) + 1.6 cos(2π300t) + n2 where n is a low amplitude noise
component
are two means to achieve this: Either the original data may be fully randomized (e.g.
using the ‘randperm’ function in Matlab), or an artificial random data set may be
created (e.g. by using the ‘pearsrnd’ function in Matlab). By comparing the resulting
spectrum against that for a random set, it can be estimated whether a particular spectral
phenomenon is significant or not (Lester et al., 1985; Nason & Savchev, 2014).
In order to test the data against the null hypothesis, a set of random noise or
random data time series must be created. If an artificially created random data set is
used, the characteristics of this random data set - i.e. the characteristics of the noise’s
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) - need to match those of the original data in
terms of kurtosis, skew, standard deviation, and mean in order for the comparison to be
fair. A similar approach in terms of the generation of random distributions was
adopted in the engineering field by Renfro, Gore, and Laureneau (2002). The length of
each time series must be equal to the length of the signal being tested. The number of
series in the set should be as many as is reasonable in order to achieve a reliable
comparison (for example, 1000 is feasible). Once these random data sets have been
created, they can then be analyzed with DFT and compared, one by one, against the
DFTs for the observed data. A logical comparison can be undertaken which compares
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Figure 14. Phase Analysis
The phase analysis of x(t)1 = 0.6 sin(2π150t) + 0.8 sin(2π300t) + n1 and
x(t)2 = 1.2 cos(2π150t) + 1.6 cos(2π300t) + n2 where n is a low amplitude noise
component. Note the highlighted data point at 300Hz corresponds with a phase of π2 rad
the amplitude of each frequency component in the DFT of the observed data against
the amplitude of each frequency component in the DFT of each of the 1000 noise sets.
For every comparison, a logical vector may be recorded containing 0s and 1s, where 1
indicates that the amplitude of a single frequency component of the observed data is
greater in amplitude than the amplitude of the corresponding frequency component of
the random data, and 0 indicates that the amplitude is less. A cumulative sum across
all comparisons will allow for each frequency component to be ascribed a value that
corresponds to the proportion of 1s or 0s out of the total comparisons. If the
significance cut-off value is p < 0.05, then significant frequency components in the
observed data would have an amplitude greater than the amplitude of the
corresponding frequency components in the noise signals at least 95% of the time. The
cumulative sum method allows for a p-value or p-ratio to be provided for every
frequency component provided by the DFT.
An example is shown in Figure 15 where the DFT of the observed data (in red)
is compared against just two random noise sets. Note that only six results of these two
comparisons are shown. For this limited comparison example, some examples are
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Figure 15. Significance Testing
This figure shows a DFT of the observed data (red), DFTs of two noise sets (blue and
magenta), and 6 example summed comparison values. The actual significance test would
require many more noise set comparisons (for example, 1000). Each time the amplitude of a
particular frequency peak for the observed data exceeds that of the amplitude of the
corresponding frequency for the noise set, a value of 1 is generated. These values are summed
across all comparisons to generate a column vector comprising the totals for each frequency
component. From these data, a p-value may be calculated for each frequency component,
corresponding with the number of 1s and 0s as a proportion of the total number of
comparisons. Note that ‘cpd’ stands for cycles per day.
circled and have either 2s, 1s or 0s next to them. The number ‘2’ corresponds with the
event that the amplitude of a specific frequency component in the observed data
exceeded the amplitude of the corresponding frequency component in both of the two
comparisons against the random signals (i.e. 100% of the time); a ‘1’ corresponds with
the event that the amplitude of a specific frequency component in the observed data
exceeded the amplitude of the corresponding frequency component of the two
comparisons against the random signals only once (i.e. 50% of the time); and finally, a
‘0’ corresponds with the event that the amplitude of a specific frequency component in
the observed data exceeded the amplitude of the corresponding frequency component
in neither of the two comparisons against the random signals (i.e. 0% of the time). Of
course, with just two comparisons, no reliable estimate of percentage can be achieved.
However, with 1000 comparisons, a more reasonable estimate can be obtained.
For significance tests of the MSC, and following the same procedure as above,
consider the null hypothesis. If the hypothesis predicts that certain spectral
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components are correlated between partners beyond chance, then the null hypothesis
holds that there are no correlated spectral components between partners beyond
chance. In other words, the null hypothesis holds that an MSC of the two time series
resembles an MSC of two entirely random time series. Concretely, by comparing the
MSC for two time series against an MSC for two entirely random time series (either
artificially synthesized, or by randomizing the original data), it can estimated whether
any particular MSC phenomenon is significant or not.
In order to test this null hypothesis fairly, sets of noise that have the same
distribution characteristics as the observed data must first be created. If artificially
synthesizing the random data, and in order to be consistent and fair, each noise set
needs to have the same characteristics in terms of skew, kurtosis, mean, and standard
deviation, as each of the individual time series being analyzed. In other words, if one
has 10 pairs of time series (20 individual time series in total), with each individual
time series lasting for 30 time points, then it is recommended that 1000× 20 noise
sets, each comprising 30 data points, be created. Thirty data points may not be
sufficient to establish reliable estimates for kurtosis, skew, and standard deviation, in
which case, it may make more sense to randomize the original data 1000 times. In
either case, the resulting logical comparison procedure for establishing the significance
(as described above) still applies.
Assumptions and Exceptions for Spectral Analysis. In describing behaviors
according to stationary periodic functions (such as sine and cosine) the
behaviors/relationships are assumed to be ergodic, in that there are no significant
changes in the relationships between variables over time (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013;
Molenaar & Campbell, 2009; Stowell & Plumbley, 2014). A dynamical mathematical
model that has the capacity to account for the mostly non-ergodic behavior of people
and relationships (such as those due to developmental changes, for example) over time,
is certainly possible (see Gottman et al., 2003), even if it is not common, but simple
spectral analysis assumes that the periodicity is essentially predictable and stationary
across the period of analysis or further.
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Does this imply that spectral analysis is not valid for non-ergodic systems?
Molenaar and Campbell (2009) note that many models may fail to account for
dynamic changes over time. As mentioned previously, it is commonplace in the social
sciences to assume non-dynamic linear relationships between variables. Whilst the use
of more comprehensive dynamic non-linear models should be encouraged, valuable
relationships can still be uncovered with more reductionist methods, and potentially
then adapted and incorporated into more complex models. As was also mentioned in
the section concerning windowing, an assumption of ergodicity implies that
windowing will not significantly bias the results. In other words, if the signal remains
constant over the window period and/or beyond (i.e. it is ergodic), then the effect of
windowing on that ergodic signal is negligible once the amplitude correction factor has
been applied.
Thomson (1982) notes how the ‘major problem’ in undertaking spectral analysis
is that many algorithms do not yield a result without significant bias or lack of
meaning, and proceeds to develop a new algorithm that helps mitigate the issues
associated with spectral analysis. He also notes especial difficulties for short time
series, with mixed and wide spectrums. The primary difficulty associated with the
30-day dyadic daily diary data is that the time period is short relative to the periods
that potentially lie in the data.
Summary and Discussion. This chapter has introduced spectral analysis and
various facets thereof, with an emphasis on the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
Spectral analysis allows researchers to identify regular periodic components within
time series data, as well as to compare two time series against each other in order to
establish the degree of correlation and phase lag between the series. Windowing has
been described as a necessity when dealing with ergodic data that has initial and final
non-zero sample values, and the Hann or Hanning window was identified as a suitable
window candidate. An amplitude correction factor is required in order to compensate
for the concomitant reduction in energy associated with windowing. For the
Hann/Hanning window, this amplitude correction factor is simply 2. There are a
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number of key limitations and requirements of spectral analysis: The sampling rate
(i.e. how often the data are sampled) must be at least twice the highest frequency to be
identified/recovered; the sampling intervals must be regular; and, there is a tradeoff
between time domain accuracy and frequency domain accuracy. In light of the chosen
research topic of sexual desire, spectral analysis may be used to identify regular
periodicity in levels of individuals’ or couples’ (i.e. dyadic) sexual desire.
Research Questions
Spectral analysis has been presented as a technique that enables the
identification of regular fluctuations in time series data, as well as the identification of
phase differences and the degree of coherence between two time series. Given that the
principle aim of this paper is to demonstrate the application of spectral analysis, a
number of research questions are proposed below in order to exemplify the application
of spectral analysis on real data. In the case of the present study, the topic is sexual
desire. In Chapter 1, a number of salient factors pertaining to the nature of sexual
desire were identified. First, female sexual desire may fluctuate regularly according to
chronobiological and/or chronosocial influences. Second, partners in a dyad may
experience desire discrepancy by one partner’s desire may not be ‘in sync’ with the
other’s, due to any combination of relational, gender, cognitive sociocultural, or
biological factors. Finally, one partner’s sexual desire may affect the other partner’s
sexual desire, either because of relational effects, or because of hormonal effects. As
such, this study addresses three primary research questions as a secondary aim:
1. Do participants’ levels of desire fluctuate periodically for men and/or women
and if so, at which frequencies?
2. Is there a correlation between the rates of sexual desire periodicity for partner A
and the rates of sexual desire periodicity for partner B in couples?
3. What is the phase lead/lag relationship between partners in a couple for their
sexual desire periodicity?
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Chapter 2: Method
Data Collection and Participants
The current study utilized a secondary daily diary data set originally comprising
79 heterosexual couples surveyed online regarding a number of relationship questions.
Daily diary data are a form of longitudinal data that allow researchers to understand
how characteristics and phenomena change daily over time (Laurenceau & Bolger,
2005). For more information on this data set, including sampling and collection, see
Mark (2014). The current study is concerned with the results for one particular
question item, namely: ‘During the past day, did you feel sexual desire for your
partner?’ where the options ranged from 1 - ‘Not at all’ - to 5 - ‘Extremely’. The
participants were required to respond to this question daily for a period of 30 days.
A number of participants had significant quantities of consecutive data missing.
As the data were dyadic, data for the couple as a whole were removed if at least one
partner in the couple had at least 3 consecutive data points missing. After these couples
were removed, the data set comprised 65 couples (65 men and 65 women). Whilst
Broersen (2006) and Christmas (2013) discuss means to undertake spectral analysis on
data sets with missing data, multiple imputation is a comprehensive method for
‘intelligent’ estimates of missing data, and was used to replace missing values for
those participants with less than two missing data points (Brown & Moskowitz, 1998;
Enders, 2016; Enders & Gottschall, 2011). The imputation was based on the linear
regression algorithm in SPSS 24, where time was used as the predictor for the
imputation of the missing values for the remaining 65 couples in the data set.
Sixty-eight percent of men and women reported themselves as being married and
living with their spouse, whilst the remainder of men and women reported themselves
as being married but not living with their spouse. The average length of relationship
reported by the participants was 9.71 years, with the shortest length being 2.58 years,
and the longest being 31 years. Much research has indicated a decline in relationship
satisfaction over the first few years of marriage, and this is often at least partly
explained by the gradual substitution of the initial excitement for gradual habituation
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(Aron, Aron, Norman, & McKenna, 2000; McNulty et al., 2016). Research has also
indicated that sexual desire and sexual frequency decline over time (Klusmann, 2002;
Murray & Milhausen, 2012). Given the aforementioned research by McNulty et al.
(2016) that highlighted the bidirectional associations between sexual satisfaction,
marital satisfaction, and frequency of sexual activity, it may be expected that sexual
satisfaction will decline with relationship satisfaction over time. Therefore, it may be
reasonable to posit that levels of desire also begin to decline in intensity over the
course of the first few years of a relationship. One of the assumptions of the spectral
analysis employed in the current study is that any present periodic components are
stationary/deterministic (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009;
Stowell & Plumbley, 2014), that is, they exist and pervade over time beyond the 30
day period of investigation. It might be expected that desire fluctuates more erratically
during the first stages of a relationships or marriage. An average relationship length of
9.71 years, ranging between 2.58 and 31 years, therefore helps guarantee the
fluctuations are reasonably stationary at the point at which the couples are surveyed.
The age of the female participants ranged from 21 years to 64 years, where the
average age of women was 33.5 years. The age of male participants ranged from 21 to
62, where the average age of men was 34.2 years. Eighty-three percent of the men and
86% of the women identified themselves as being white or caucasian, whilst 3% of
men and women both identified themselves as black or African American. Five
percent of the men reported being multi-racial, as compared with 1.5% of the women,
and 4.6% of men and 6% of women identified as Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander. Only 1.5% of the men and women reported as being American Indian or
Alaskan Indian.
In terms of the participants’ highest levels of educational achievement, 35% of
the men and 38% of the women were college graduates; 32% of the men and 35% of
the women had attended graduate school; 30% of men and 25% of women had
attended college or attained a two year degree; and finally, 1.5% of both men and
women reported ‘other’ and 1.5% of men reported having graduated from high school.
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Chapter 3: Results
This chapter is divided into two parts: The first of of which describes the
analytical procedure whereby spectral analysis may be applied to the individual level
data in order to answer the first research question set out in the previous section,
followed by the results thereof; and the second part describes the analytical procedure
by which spectral analysis may be applied to the dyadic level data in order to answer
the second and third research questions outlined in the previous section, followed by
the results thereof.
A preliminary analysis showed that the average level of women’s desire was
2.89 with a standard deviation of 1.262, whilst the average level of men’s desire was
3.4 with a standard deviation of 1.069. Men’s desire was significantly higher than
women’s, in spite of the interdependency between the men and women in this dyadic
sample, where the results of the t-test are as follows: t(64) = 5.81, p < .001.
Analytic Procedure - Part 1 - Identifying Periodicity in Sexual Desire
The first half of the analysis concerns research question 1, namely: Do
participants’ levels of desire fluctuate periodically for men and/or women and if so, at
which frequencies? The full code for this part of the analysis can be found in
Appendix A. Note that variables in the code do not necessarily have the same
designation as they do in the text.
1. Individual Mean Centering. The data from the participants must first be
prepared for spectral analysis by centering every individual’s data by their own mean
value for that data according to the assignment xij := xij − x̄ij where subscript i
denotes the individual and subscript j denotes the day for j = 1, 2, ...30. This is done
so that the subsequent DFT does not recover a component at a frequency of ‘zero’
cycles per day. Some researchers go a step further by removing the linear trends
associated with each individual over the course of the time period (Gottman, 1981;
Larsen, 1987; Lester et al., 1985). However, the removal of linear trends may also
involve the removal of low-frequency components (e.g. a quarter cycle). Further, the
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subsequent and necessary windowing would also reduce the amplitudes of these ‘ultra
low frequency’ components, and therefore, the removal of linear trends per individual
was not undertaken.
2. Splitting the Data. Research question 1 involves the comparison of the
frequency spectra for men and women. In order to fairly compare them without
violating the statistical assumption of independence, the original data set of 65 couples
was split approximately into two halves, the first half comprising 33 couples, and the
second half comprising 32 couples. Data from 33 men from the first half (the data
subset hereafter referred to as Men Partial 1) were compared against data from 32
women from the second half (the data subset hereafter referred to as Women Partial 1).
Additionally, data from 32 men from the second half (Men Partial 2) were compared
against data from 33 women from the first half (Women Partial 2). This way, all the
data is used, but it is used in a way that avoids the problems associated with the
statistical interdependence of men and women from the same couple.
Furthermore, ignoring the possible implications of interdependence, and in order
to maximize the reliability/generalizability of the results, a duplicate of the complete,
original data for all 65 men, and the complete, original data for all 65 women was
created, in order that a DFT could be undertaken on all men and all women separately.
3. Creating Random/Noise Data Sets. Values for the kurtosis, skew, and
standard deviation were calculated for Men Partial 1, Men Partial 2, Women Partial 1,
Women Partial 2, All Men, and All Women separately. The mean of all sets equals 0
owing to the individual mean centering described in step 1 above. At this point, the
Matlab function ‘pearsrnd’ was used to create six random/noise data sets with the
same characteristics (mean, standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis) of the six partial
sets. Each noise set comprised 30× 65× 1000 values. These sets were used for the
purposes of significance testing (see below). The value of 30 corresponds with the
length of the time series; the value of 1000 was chosen to enable a reasonable number
of comparisons to be made; and the value of 65 was chosen to mirror the total number
of couples.
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An alternative means of establishing the random data sets may also be
undertaken, which involves the randomization of the original data at the individual
level. The randomization procedure itself involves randomly sorting the order of the
time series data for each individual, thereby removing any periodic components. This
approach was adopted for Part 2 of the analysis, which pertained to the dyadic/couple
level Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) estimations. It was felt that the creation of
artificial random sets for Part 2 would not be appropriate, as the MSC function was
carried out on specific couples, rather than groups, as was the case for the DFT in this
Part 1. Creating random data sets based on the skew, kurtosis, and standard deviations
of groups of individuals is more reasonable than doing so for limited individual data
sets, each comprising only 30 data points.
4. Windowing. A Hann/Hanning window was created with length 30
(corresponding with the length of each time series). Every individual’s data was then
multiplied element-wise by this Hann window. The same process was carried out for
the random data / noise sets. In all cases, the amplitude correction factor for the Hann
window was applied by multiplying all windowed data by 2.
5. Discrete Fourier Tranform (DFT). The ‘fft’ function in Matlab was used
to carry out a DFT across the 30 days of individual-mean-centered, windowed data on
a per individual basis for the four partial data subsets, the full male and female sets, as
well as the six associated noise sets (resulting in 12 matrices of DFT results of varying
sizes). The noise sets were treated as sets of individuals’ data in the same way, in that
the DFTs were carried out across windowed sets of 30 values.
The results of a DFT on the time series of length L = 30 resulted in a matrix of
n× 30 complex pairs (in the form a+ jb where j =
√
−1) where n is the number of
individuals in each partial subset (33 for Men Partial 1 and Women Partial 2, 32 for
Men Partial 2 and Women Partial 1, 65 for All Men, and 65 for All Women). The
magnitudes of these results were calculated and subsequently averaged across
individuals to produce a final row vector comprising real amplitudes at each frequency
for each group. This DFT, magnitude calculation, and averaging process was also
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undertaken on each of the six noise sets but in batches of 65 and repeated 1000 times.
It is important that the averaging is undertaken after the magnitudes have been
calculated in order that individual phase differences in spectral components be
ignored. If averaging is undertaken before the magnitudes are calculated (i.e. on the
complex pairs), then any phase differences between individuals for common spectral
components may result in either constructive or destructive interference upon
averaging.
The final results for the averaged DFT amplitudes comprise four sets of single
row vectors of amplitudes across 16 frequencies. The use of 16 frequencies represent a
reasonable level of frequency domain accuracy given the sampling period length of 30
days. The highest frequency that may be represented is ‘0.5 cycles per day’, which, at
a sampling frequency/rate of once per day, represents a two day period of oscillation.
The effects of individual normalization were also investigated in parallel with
this step 5. For the normalized results, all DFT results for the noise sets were divided
by the group standard deviations (e.g. DFT results for noise set associated with Male
Partial 1 were divided by the standard deviation for the original Male Partial 1 data),
and each individual’s magnitudes from the DFT results were divided by their own
individual standard deviation (SD) before the group averaging was undertaken.
6. Significance Testing. The six noise sets that were created in step 3 above
are essentially random versions of the actual data. The characteristics of each of the
six noise sets were chosen to mirror the characteristics of the respective partial data
sets (Men Partial 1, Women Partial 1, Men Partial 2, Women Partial 2, All Men, and
All Women) in terms of skew, mean, kurtosis, and standard deviation. As the noise sets
are random, they can have no consistent periodicity. One-thousand sets were chosen to
ensure that any spurious periodicity in the noise sets are averaged out.
By comparing the averaged DFT result for each of the six partial data sets,
against every row in each of the 1000 averaged DFT results of the six respective
random noise data sets, a measure of significance may be estimated. Concretely,
considering the example matrices above for the averaged DFT results of the Men
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Partial 1 data set, and the corresponding averaged DFT results of of the Noise Men
Partial 1 random data set, the single row in the averaged DFT of Men Partial 1 row
vector may be compared with every 1000 rows for the averaged DFT of Noise Men
Partial 1 matrix. This will produce a 1000× 30 matrix of 0s and 1s based on the
logical vectorized operation ‘Averaged DFT of Men Partial 1’ ≥ ‘Averaged DFT of
Noise Men Partial 1’.4 This matrix of zeros and ones can be summed column-wise to
product a 1× 30 row vector ranging from 0 to 1000. A 0 would result if the amplitude
of a specific frequency component in the analyzed, acquired data we are less than the
amplitude of the corresponding frequency component in the analyzed noise set 0 times
out of the 1000 comparisons. Conversely, a 1000 would result if the amplitude of a
specific frequency component in the analyzed, acquired data were more than the
amplitude of the corresponding frequency component in the analyzed noise set 1000
times out of the 1000 comparisons. Thus a p-value may be calculated for each
frequency component in each of the four partial data sets, where p < 0.05 for a
specific frequency implies that the amplitude of that frequency component in the
analyzed, acquired data is greater than the amplitude of the corresponding frequency
component in the analyzed noise set at least 95% of the time.
7. Interpretation of Results. The essential results from Part 1 comprise four
row vectors of p-values, each p-value corresponding with a specific frequency in one
of the four partial subset analyses. Frequencies with p < 0.05 are significant frequency
components and may thus be considered to reflect significant periodic components in
sexual desire. Graphs were then plotted showing the DFT results across frequency,
with asterisks next to periodicities of significant amplitude. Equation models were
then created for each of the four groups that comprised the identified significant
spectral components in order to help visualize how sexual desire fluctuates over the
course of the month.
4 An indicator function could be used to represent this operation:
Fn = 11000
∑1000
n=1 1{DFTM ≥ DFTNM} where DFTM are the results for the male desire, and
DFTNM are the randomized noise results (Sargent & Stachurski, 2017).
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Results - Part 1 - Identifying Periodicity in Sexual Desire
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Figure 16. Un-normalized male sexual desire periodicity.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
The un-normalized and normalized results for men and women are shown in
Figures 16 and 17, and Figures 18 and 19 respectively, and these all include 100 of the
1000 associated noise sets in order to illustrate the process of establishing significance.
As mentioned, the original data were dyadic, and so it was decided to split the data
into two partial subsets for each men and women. This allows for the comparison of
the results from men and women who are not in a relationship with each other (i.e.
independent) as well as a comparison of the results from men and women who are in a
relationship with each other (i.e. interdependent). The results for the entire group of 65
men and the entire group of 65 women are also shown in the results figures.
A ‘+’ symbol denotes trending significance where p < 0.10. Given the small
sample size of 65, and the even smaller sample sizes of 33 and 32 for the partial
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Figure 17. Un-normalized female sexual desire periodicity.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
groups, it was decided that this should be included. The x-axis corresponds with
frequency in Cycles Per Month (cpm), and the y-axis corresponds with the amplitude
of the fluctuations.
For un-normalized results of the male partial 1 group, men’s sexual desire
fluctuated at frequencies of approximately one (p < 0.01), two (p < 0.05) , four
(p < 0.001), and five (p < 0.05) times per month; for the male partial 2 group, men’s
sexual desire fluctuated at frequencies of one (p < 0.001), two (p < 0.001) , three
(p < 0.001), and four (p < 0.001) times per month; and for all 65 males together,
men’s sexual desire fluctuated one (p < 0.001), two (p < 0.01), three (p < 0.05), four
(p < 0.001), and five (p < 0.10) times per month.
For the un-normalized results of the female partial group 1, women’s sexual
desire fluctuated at frequencies of approximately one (p < 0.001), and two (p < 0.10)
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times per month; for the female partial 2 group, women’s sexual desire fluctuated at
frequencies of one (p < 0.001), two (p < 0.001), three (p < 0.05), four (p < 0.05),
five (p < 0.10), six (p < 0.05), and 10 (p < 0.10) times per month; and for all 65
women together, women’s sexual desire fluctuated at frequencies of one (p < 0.001),
two (p < 0.001), and four (p < 0.10) times per month.
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Figure 18. Normalized male sexual desire periodicity.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
For normalized results of the male partial 1 group, men’s sexual desire fluctuated
at a frequency of approximately one p < 0.05 time per month; for the male partial 2
group, men’s sexual desire fluctuated at frequencies of one (p < 0.10), and four
(p < 0.10) times per month; and for all 65 males together, men’s sexual desire
fluctuated one time (p < 0.05) per month .
For the normalized results of the female partial group 1, women’s sexual desire
fluctuated at a frequency of approximately one (p < 0.01) time per month; for the
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female partial 2 group, women’s sexual desire fluctuated at frequencies of one
(p < 0.10), and two (p < 0.10) times per month; and for all 65 women together,
women’s sexual desire fluctuated at frequencies of one (p < 0.001) and two (p < 0.05)
times per month.
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Figure 19. Normalized Female sexual desire periodicity.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
Using the un-normalized results for the group of all 65 men (given that the
amplitude of these un-normalized results may be related more directly to the original
1-5 scale points), and given that the average male desire (for the group of all men) was
3.4, it may be reasonable to describe this group of men as having a desire that
fluctuates according to Equation 15:
All Male Sexual Desire = 3.4 + 0.42 sin(2π1t) + 0.38 sin(2π2t)...
...+ 0.38 sin(3π3t) + 0.42 sin(2π4t) + 0.36 sin(2π5t) + em
(15)
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Where ‘em’ refers to the stochastic or unpredicted element associated with
fluctuations in male sexual desire.
Using the un-normalized results for the group of all 65 women (given that the
amplitude of these un-normalized results may be related more directly to the original
1-5 scale points), and given that the average female desire (for the group of all women)
was. 2.89, it may be reasonable to describe this group of women as having a desire that
fluctuates according to Equation 16:
All Female Sexual Desire = 2.89+0.5 sin(2π1t)+0.48 sin(2π2t)+0.34 sin(2π4t)+ef
(16)
Where ‘ef ’ refers to the stochastic or unpredicted element associated with fluctuations
in female sexual desire.
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Figure 20. Illustrative models for typical male and female sexual desire.
Illustrative models for the typical male and female sexual desire fluctuation over the course of a
month, with sexual desire discrepancy. Based on the un-normalized results for males and
females.
From these models, the average desire discrepancy may also be modeled by
subtracting Equation 16 from Equation 15. All three resulting models are depicted in
Figure 20. Note that the stochastic components em and ef are not included for the sake
of visual clarity. Also note that no phase relationships were ascertained in this part of
the analysis, and the phase differences between the different periodic components
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within each group average are set to zero.
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Figure 21. Example Male Individual Sexual Desire (un-normalized).
Each plot includes 100 of the 1000 randomized versions of each individual’s original data.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
Analytic Procedure - Part 2 - Dyadic Comparisons / Cross-Spectral Analysis.
The second part of the analysis concerns research questions 2) and 3): 1) is there
a correlation between the rates of desire periodicity for partner A and the rates of
desire periodicity for partner B in couples? And 2), what is the phase lead/lag
relationship between partners in a couple for their desire periodicity? The full code for
this part of the analysis can be found in Appendix B. Note that variables in the code do
not necessarily have the same designation as they do in the text.
1. Preparing the Data. As described in the literature section, there is no
apparent single means with which to describe the correlation between two time series’
spectral compositions that also accounts for the phase between them. Whilst a
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Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) analysis may be undertaken in order to
establish correlations in the spectral composition across frequencies, a phase
difference must also then be assigned to each of the significant correlations. This
particular dual-pronged approach allows a researcher to analyze a couple exhibiting
sexual desire ‘polarity inversion’, and conclude that whilst the two partners’ levels of
sexual desire are fluctuating at the same frequency or frequencies, they are doing so
with a π radians phase discrepancy.
The present study utilized the MSC (see below). The data were individual mean
centered, but not windowed prior to analysis. The data were not windowed because the
functions used to calculate the MSC are based on Welch’s overlapped segment and
averaging method, which utilizes windows anyway. Further, the data were not split
into partial subsets because a dyadic analysis utilizes the interdependence of the
individuals as an inherent and useful characteristic of analysis. The resulting data were
two columns of individual mean centered values pertaining to Partner A’s (male) 30
days of sexual desire data and Partner B’s (female) 30 days of sexual desire data for 65
couples. As such, the data for the first male individual (Partner A1) formed the first 30
rows of the first column, and the data for the for first female individual (Partner B1)
formed the first 30 rows of the second column. Partner A1 and Partner B1 together
form a dyadic pair. Partner A2 and Partner B2 represent the second dyadic pair (i.e.
couple 2) and form the 31st to the 60th rows of columns one and two respectively. This
pattern continues for all 65 couples, resulting in a matrix of data that is (1950× 2) in
size.
An individually normalized copy of the data was also created, in order to
undertake a dyadic analysis upon the normalized data in parallel. The data were
normalized by dividing the original, individually mean centered data by the
individuals’ respective standard deviations.
2. Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC). A combination of the ‘pwelch’
and ‘cpsd’ functions in Matlab were used to undertake an analysis of Magnitude
Squared Coherence, which is a form of cross-spectral correlation, for partner A and
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partner B (male and female, respectively). The MSC calculation outputs a value
between 0 and 1 for the magnitude squared coherence for each frequency/spectral
component. Sixty-five measures of MSC were acquired for each of the 65 couples.
These results were averaged across couples in order to establish the average coherence
between partners for all couples for each frequency. Note that in order to calculate
average MSCs across multiple pairs of time series, the average of the Power Spectral
Densities (PSDs) (for signals xi and signal yi) and the Cross Power Spectral Density
(CPSD) (for xi and yi) must first be calculated before substituting these averaged
results into equation11. One cannot simply take an arithmetic average of Cxy for all
pairs of signals. As such, the process is as follows:
• Use the Matlab function ‘pwelch’ to calculate the PSDs for each of the 65 male
and each of the 65 female time series.
• Perform an arithmetic average for the PSD results across individuals for each
frequency for the 65 males and 65 females separately, yielding two 1× nf
matrices, where ‘nf’ is the number of frequency points, each pertaining to
Pxx(f) and Pyy(f) in equation 11.
• Use the ‘cpsd’ function to calculate the CPSD for each of the 65 interdependent
partner couples, yielding a 65× nf matrix.
• Perform an arithmetic average for the results across 65 couples for each
frequency, yielding a 1× nf matrix corresponding to Pxy(f) in equation 11.
• Perform the operation described in equation 11 in order to acquire the average
Magnitude Squared Coherence for couples.
The parameters for the ‘pwelch’ and ‘cpsd’ functions were as follows:
• Window Type: Hann
• Window Length: 18
• Window Overlap: 12
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• Number of Frequency Points: 30
• Sampling Frequency: 1
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Figure 22. Welch’s overlapped windowing settings.
This figure depicts the way the 30 days of data is segmented and windowed by three Hann
windows, each with a length of 18, and an overlap of 12.
The resulting windowing is illustrated in Figure 22. The choice of these
parameters is crucial and has a significant effect on the outcome, but there was
relatively little information found (beyond forum discussions) about how to best
choose these parameters. One rule of thumb that was encountered on the forum
discussions suggested that the window length be long enough to capture a number of
cycles at the lowest frequency of interest. Future study warrants further consideration
of these parameter settings.
3. Phase Lead/Lag Analysis. As was noted in the section concerning
cross-spectral correlation above, the measure of correlation or ‘magnitude squared
coherence’ does not account for phase differences. Thus, in order to properly account
for significant spectral relationships, a measure of phase difference between each of
the spectral components should be tied to each of the corresponding frequency
component measures for spectral correlation. The ‘cpsd’ function, in tandem with the
‘angle’ function in Matlab, were used to calculate the phase between each of the
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spectral components for each of the 65 couples. These results were, in the same way as
the results from the MSC, averaged across couples for each frequency component.
4. Creation of Random/Noise Sets. As with Part 1, a means of establishing
significance was required. In Part 1, random data sets were artificially created based on
the skew, kurtosis, mean, and standard deviation of the associated group of
participants. However, for Part 2, an analysis of individual couples was required,
which meant that estimations of kurtosis, skew, and standard deviation could not be
reasonably estimated from the limited data for each individual. Therefore, for this Part
2, a process involving the randomization of the original data was undertaken, and is
described by the following steps:
1. Randomized versions of the 30 days of data for Partner A in Couple 1 and
Partner B in Couple 1 were created.
2. An MSC of the two randomized versions of Parter A’s and Partner B’s data in
Couple 1 was calculated.
3. Steps 1. and 2. are undertaken for all 65 couples/pairs.
4. An average MSC was computed across all 65 MSCs of the randomized versions
of the Partner A and Partner B data.
5. Steps 1-4 were undertaken 1000 times resulting in 1000 averaged MSCs.
By undertaking the steps above, 1000 average MSCs of randomized versions of
the original data are acquired, against which the average MSC of the real data may be
compared. Note that, for the individual normalized version of the analysis, the 1000
randomized versions of each individual’s original data were also individually
normalized by dividing each of the 65 sets of 1000 randomized sets by the respective
individual’s standard deviation.
5. Significance Testing. The MSC calculated in step 2 represents an average
MSC for couples and was composed of a single row of coherence values across
frequency. In order to establish whether any of these values of correlation/coherence
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were significant across the different frequencies, it was compared against each of the
1000 MSCs calculated for the randomized versions of the data, in a similar way to that
described in Part 1, step 6. The result was a matrix of 1’s and 0’s. A 1 corresponded
with the outcome that the correlation value for a particular. frequency in the average
MSC of the original couples data is greater than the correlation value for the
corresponding frequency in one of the average MSCs of one of the randomized
versions of the original data. By undertaking this process 1000 times and summing in
order to calculate the occurrence of 1’s across the 1000 comparisons, a measure of
significance is established. A p-value may be calculated for each frequency component
in each of the four partial data sets, where p < 0.05 for a specific frequency implies
that the value for correlation of that frequency component in MSC of the the original
data is greater than the value of the correlation for the corresponding frequency
component in the MSC of the randomized versions of the original data at least 95% of
the time.
6. Interpreting Results. Once frequencies exhibiting significant coherence
between partners across all couples were identified, the corresponding average phase
information calculated in step 4 may be tied to these frequencies. As such, the second
and third research questions may be answered.
Results - Part 2 - Dyadic Comparisons / Cross-Spectral Analysis
The DFT results for three example individual men and three example individual
women are presented in Figures 21 and 23 respectively. These example men and
women are in a relationship with each other. In other words, male individual 1 is in a
relationship with female individual 1, and male individual 2 is in a relationship with
female individual 2, and so on. These examples demonstrate that partners within any
particular couple may or may not share periodicity. However, results for the average
Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) for each couple may indicate whether couples,
on average, share periodic components. Note these individual DFT analyses are
un-normalized. The MSCs for these three example couples are depicted in Figure 24.
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Figure 23. Example Female Individual Sexual Desire (un-normalized).
Each plot includes 100 of the 1000 randomized versions of each individual’s original data.
***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
Note that the example couple data utilized for the MSCs were normalized in the
frequency domain (utilizing the procedure described in Step 1 of Part 2 of the Analytic
Procedure section) so that the ratio between the periodicity and a given individual’s
variance would be accounted for in the dyadic analysis.
The (MSC) for the average couple (un-normalized) is shown in Figure 25, as
well as 100 out of the 1000 averaged MSCs for each of the 1000 randomized versions
of the individual couples’ data in order to illustrate the process for establishing
significance. The average phase differences were also calculated, and are presented in
Figure 25 for each significant frequency point. A positive phase lag corresponds with
the case where women’s sexual desire is lagging men’s, and a negative phase lag
corresponds with the case where women’s sexual desire is in advance of men’s.
However, it is worth noting that a phase shift of 2π radians would correspond with a
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Figure 24. Magnitude Squared Coherence for three example couples (normalized)
Included are 100 out of the 1000 magnitude squared coherence measures for the randomized
versions of the original dyadic data for the four example couples, as well as the phase
discrepancies for each of the significant coherences (in πrad). Frequency components are
normalized. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
full period shift, and is equivalent to a phase shift of 0π radians. Therefore, it is not
reasonable to talk with any certainty about whether the man’s or woman’s sexual
desire is in ahead or behind the other.
For the unnormalized MSC results (Figure 25, twelve frequencies were
identified as significant spectral components shared between parters in couples: zero
times per month (p < 0.10), phase -0.31π radians (corresponding with a low
indeterminate frequency); once per month (p < 0.001), phase -0.07π radians; twice per
month (p < 0.001), phase -0.01π radians; three times per month (p < 0.001), phase
-0.06π radians; four times per month (p < 0.001), phase -0.09π radians; five times per
month (p < 0.001), phase -0.16π radians; six times per month (p < 0.001), phase
-0.06π radians; seven times per month (p < 0.10), phase -0.002π radians; eight times
per month (p < 0.05), phase 0.13π radians; thirteen times per month (p < 0.05), phase
-0.12π radians; fourteen times per month (p < 0.05), phase -0.15π radians; and fifteen
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Figure 25. Magnitude Squared Coherence for Dyads (un-normalized)
Included are 100 out of the 1000 magnitude squared coherence measures for the randomized
version of the original dyadic data for illustration, as well as the phase discrepancies for each
of the significant coherences (in πrad). ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
times per month (p < 0.10), phase -0.42π radians. For the normalized MSC results,
the same twelve frequencies were identified. In the interests of laconism, the reader is
left to review these values as presented in Figure 26.
Chapter 4: Discussion
Part 1 - Identifying Periodicity in Sexual Desire
It is worth prefacing this section by emphasizing that no tests of significance
were undertaken for differences in periodicity or amplitudes of periodicity between
men and women. The only test of significance, with respect to gender differences, was
a t-test that was undertaken on the average levels of sexual desire. As such, whilst the
following discussion may suggest the existence of possible gender differences in the
periodicity of sexual desire, the differences themselves were not tested for significance.
The research question addressed in Part 1 was: Do participants’ levels of desire
fluctuate periodically for men and/or women and if so, at which frequencies? In
relation to this question, the answer is yes, and the frequencies of interest are depicted
in Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19. Further, two mathematical models were created using
the un-normalized DFT results for the group comprising all 65 men and the group
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Figure 26. Magnitude Squared Coherence for Dyads (normalized)
Included are 100 out of the 1000 magnitude squared coherence measures for the randomized
version of the original dyadic data for illustration, as well as the phase discrepancies for each
of the significant coherences (in πrad). Frequency components are normalized. ***p < 0.001;
**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.10
comprising all 65 women (both models depicted in Figure 20). Finally, the discrepancy
between these two models was calculated to indicate the sexual desire discrepancy that
is associated with the differences in periodicity between men and women (Figure 20).
Given that the greatest desire discrepancy occurs when the difference in levels of
male and female desire is at its maximum, it might be fair to posit that couples where
one or both partners exhibit greater amplitudes of fluctuation in their desire, and at
high frequency or a range of frequencies, are subject to more intense and more regular
instances of significant desire discrepancy. The preliminary results indicate that men’s
sexual desire is, on average, higher than women’s, and also that the standard deviation
of men’s sexual desire is lower than women’s. These results are in line with the
previous literature.
Perhaps the most notable DFT result pertains to the fact that all groups exhibited
a cycle corresponding with once per month. The literature review indicated that this
may be the case, with possible causes relating to the female menstrual cycle, even in
the case of male sexual desire, which may be influenced by the desire of their female
partner. Another notable result that may be visualized in Figure 20 relates to the
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degree to which an individual’s sexual desire may be determined by spectral
components. For example, the Figure shows male sexual desire reaching a peak
amplitude of 5 approximately 3 days into the course of the month, and falling to just
below 2 towards the end of the month, which constitutes a range of 3, which in turn
represents 75% of the scale. It is also worth noting that the amplitude of the periodicity
does not describe the amplitude of fluctuation due to other, non-periodic, fluctuations
(these components are referred to in equations 15 and 16 as em and ef ). In other
words, for some individuals, these predictable periodic/spectral components may
explain a great deal of the variance in their sexual desire.
One other point of interest pertains to the fact that all the un-normalized male
groups, and one of the normalized male groups, exhibited periodicity at a rate of 4
times per month. This corresponds with a circaseptan rhythm, the causes of which may
possibly relate to the working week, and/or free weekends.
As suggested in Chapter 2, sexual desire discrepancy may be a natural feature of
relationships, rather than a pathology, and arise due to natural periodic asynchronies,
differences in average intensities, and differences in degrees of fluctuation between the
sexes. Such asynchronies are depicted in the discrepancy model in Figure 20. This
graph demonstrates the ways couples’ periodicity may often (if not always) be
somewhat ‘out of sync’. Individuals may each have sexual desire that fluctuates at
different frequencies, with different phase differences, and different magnitudes.
One other interesting discussion may be had with regards to the partial group
results. In machine learning data analysis, it is common practice to split the data set up
into a training set, a cross-validation set, and a test set. This is done in order to achieve
the most generalizable model and to facilitate the evaluation of the model using data
that was not used for the model’s initial development (Ng, 2017, November 14; Sarle,
2002). By splitting the data up into the partial groups in the present study, it may be
seen how the results from each partial set differ from each other. In other words, the
model for the male partial 1 group is different from the model for the male partial 2
group, which is different from the group of all males, and so on. This highlights the
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pertinence of testing models across subsets of the original data, in order to gain further
insight into the possible generalizability of the final model.
Given that the first research question, being addressed here in Part 1, is to
uncover whether desire exhibits periodicity, which has been answered, no more
emphasis will be given to discussing the identified spectral components in the
subgroups.
Part 2 - Dyadic Comparisons / Cross-Spectral Analysis
The research questions addressed in Part 2 were: 1) Is there a correlation
between the rates of sexual desire periodicity for partner A and the rates of sexual
desire periodicity for partner B in couples?, and 2) what is the phase lead/lag
relationship between partners in a couple for their sexual desire periodicity?
Before these questions are answered, it is important to emphasize that the dyadic
results only identify coherence for regular, periodic components. Therefore, a couple
may have a low Magnitude Squared Coherence despite having sexual desire that is
perfectly mirrored between the partners so long as there are no periodic spectral
components in the fluctuations. The answer to the first question is yes, where eleven
frequency components were identified as significant and one further component as
trending towards significance. A frequency component corresponding with zero cycles
per month was identified but it is difficult to reliably interpret this. Suffice it to say that
it may correspond with a low indeterminate frequency. The second question was
answered, and the phase differences for each of the significant spectral components are
presented in Figures 25 (un-normalized) and 26 (normalized).
The fact that as many as twelve significant components were identified in the
MSC analysis is likely due to the fact that different couples cycle at different
frequencies, rather than because most couples cycle at all twelve of these frequencies.
A larger sample set may be useful in reducing the number of identified shared spectral
components to those which are most common across couples in general. This is
supported by the results presented in Figures 21, 23, and 24, which depict the
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individual and dyadic results for three randomly chosen couples. Couple 1, for
instance, were not found to share any significant frequency components and were low
in coherence. In contrast, Couple 2 cycled together at 12, 13, 14, and 15 times per
month (all p < 0.10), and Couple 3 at 3 (p < 0.05), 4 (p < 0.10), and 8 (p < 0.10)
times per month. By utilizing randomized versions of the original couples’ data, one
can thus undertake a useful MSC analysis on a ‘per couple’ basis, and still make
reasonable conclusions about the significance of any identified shared spectral
components.
Limitations
One of the principle limitations of this analysis as a whole, that pertains to both
Part 1 and Part 2, is that significant or high amplitude individual level periodicities
may be lost once the results are averaged across individuals (in the case of Part 1) or
couples (in the case of Part 2). If different individuals or different couples have sexual
desire that fluctuates at different frequencies to one another, then the averaging results
in a reduction in amplitude for each possible frequency component. Indeed, the DFT
results for the partial groups of men and women yielded a number of significant
periodicities that were lost when averaging across all 65 men and all 65 women.
Whilst the answer to the first research question was ascertained, and positive, it may
have been more appropriate to adopt a similar strategy to Part 2, whereby each
individual’s data was tested for periodicity against 1000 randomized versions of itself.
From there, the individual could be assigned a ‘1’ if they exhibited significant
periodicity, and a ‘0’ if not. The binary results may then be summed across groups to
ascertain the percentage of individuals that exhibited periodic fluctuations in sexual
desire. This would help guarantee that periodicity in general is detected, although it
would not inform anything about the specific frequencies of periodicity, or of the
corresponding amplitudes.
One further limitation pertaining to the study’s ability to answer the first research
question, as well as questions concerning sexual desire in general, pertains to the use
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of data varying across a scale, comprising only 5 discrete points. If individuals’
perceptions of their sexual desire fluctuates at amplitudes lower than may be captured
using this highly ‘quantized’ scale then this information can never be recorded. Indeed,
commentators have suggested that Likert scales begin to behave as ordinal scales when
the number of points is so low (Bishop & Herron, 2015), and others argue vehemently
that a Likert scale may be considered to yield interval, or even ratio data (if the anchors
are suitably chosen), but recommend that for this to be a valid assumption the scale
requires at least 8-points (Carifio & Perla, 2007, 2008). Indeed, given that the data for
this current study was captured online, one may understandably question why a
continuous, sliding scale was not chosen. Carifio and Perla (2007) and Jamieson
(2004) note much general confusion and misuse of the Likert scale in general. Their
work provides a useful reference for guidance in this regard. More reliable DFT results
may have been attained if such a continuous scale were used. As the dataset utilized
for this study was secondary, the limitations of the original scale were unavoidable.
It was briefly mentioned in the Method and Analysis section that the choice of
the windowing and windowing-overlap parameters for the ‘pwelch’ and ‘cpsd’
functions has a significant effect on the outcome of the results. More work should be
undertaken to more firmly establish the best parameters for any particular analytical
scenario. A number of combinations of parameters were explored by a process of
‘informed trial and error’ in order to arrive at the combination used in the present
study, but this choice could potentially have had a biasing effect on the results of the
dyadic analysis.
The average phase discrepancies for each of the significantly identified
cross-spectral components were calculated by taking an arithmetic average across all
couples. However, because some couples may exhibit a negative phase discrepancy,
whilst others a positive phase discrepancy, the averaging may result in cancellation
and, therefore, loss of phase information. In the future ‘phase unwrapping’ could be
undertaken, whereby all negative phase discrepancy values have 2π added to them so
that they are positive and still convey the correct discrepancy (regardless of sign).
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Finally, this study was fundamentally limited in its capacity to investigate issues
pertaining to sexual desire specifically, both by the small number of time points (30),
the number of couples (65), and the limited diversity of these couples. Insofar as the
number of time points was limiting, it is generally recommended that the data
collection period (in this case, 30 days) lasts long enough that it contains at least a few
cycles of the lowest-frequency cycle of interest. For example, if the menstrual cycle
(once per month) is being investigated, then 3-4 months of daily data would allow for
significantly more reliable results. That being said, for the purposes of identifying
periodicity per se, in order to answer the first research question, the sample size has
been demonstrated to be satisfactory.
Impact of Analysis
The results from Part 1 of the analysis will inform whether sexual desire
fluctuates periodically, and at which frequencies. Whether the origins and causes of
these periodicities may be chronosocial, chronobiological, or both, the implications are
similar: There may exist factors outside of the control of the individual that may lead
to desire discrepancy between partners. Rather than this being a dysfunction, it may be
a normal feature of human life. Clinicians may do well to educate their clients in this
regard, so that desire discrepancy is not misinterpreted by partners in the couple as
‘he/she doesn’t want me any more’, for example.
In terms of the results of Part 2, the periodicity associated with sexual desire
fluctuation for couples was investigated by using the spectral and phase information
generated by the MSC and phase analysis. The results may help researchers
understand whether partners in a couple may be fluctuating at similar frequencies, but
also whether they are fluctuating ‘in or out of sync’. The results for coherence and
phase for the different spectral components may then be used as predictors in (for
example) a multi-level regression model in order to predict relationship measures such
as relationships satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, and so on. It might be expected that
couples who have low sexual satisfaction either have sexual desire that fluctuates at
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different frequencies, or have sexual desire levels that are ‘out of phase’ with each
other.
Further Research
Much work remains to be done to investigate issues pertaining to periodicity in
sexual desire. A study utilizing a greater number of time points (e.g. 120), a greater
number of couples (e.g. 200), and a more comprehensive and reliable measure of
sexual desire would at least allow for more robust estimates of both individual and
couple spectral component commonality. Further, a sample comprising homosexual,
bisexual, or transgender couples would also facilitate interesting comparisons and
insights, provided these samples are also of a sufficient size.
There are a number of different ‘flavors’ of spectral analysis, which may yield
different results. One example is wavelet analysis, which is more robust in analyzing
signals that have spectral compositions that change over time (i.e. non-ergodic signals)
(Abramovich et al., 2000; Nason & Savchev, 2014) and may be appropriate for
research concerned with development. Other options include Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) or Spectral Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (SPOD), which
are more computationally complex, but may also provide researchers with additional
avenues for identifying patterns/commonality within signals (Paul & Verma, 2016;
Sieber, Oberleithner, & Paschereit, Under Review; Towne, Schmidt, & Colonius,
2017).
The demonstration of spectral analysis was successful, despite the limitations of
the data set. For instance, a significant spectral component of once per month was
identified in Part 1 of the analysis. It would be interesting to investigate whether the
use of hormonal birth control affects this result. Further, it would be interesting to
develop a process whereby the individual DFT results, and individual couple MSC
results, could be used as predictors for other variables. For example, in the case of
sexual desire, such a process would allow researchers to investigate whether certain
periodicities, or certain amplitudes of certain periodicities, are significant in predicting
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outcomes such as relationship satisfaction. It would be pertinent to explore the effects
of altering the MSC parameters ‘window length’ and ‘window overlap’ in order to
establish the most suitable settings for any particular analytical scenario.
Whilst the significance of the spectral components was established by counting
the number of times a particular spectral component was found to be above the
spectral components for random noise, it might be equally interesting to investigate the
number of times the spectral components fall significantly below them. These
low-amplitude components could indicate persistence, and an auto-correlation might
well confirm this.
Finally, the Matlab code written for the complete analysis takes approximately
25 minutes to run on a CPU. Much of the processing comprises for loops, which may
be replaced by vectorized forms for more efficient processing. Future explorations of
spectral analysis ought utilize vectorized forms, especially if the dataset is significantly
larger than that of the current study.
Conclusion
The primary goal of the research presented in this paper, was to demonstrate the
application of a relatively esoteric and interdisciplinary technique, called spectral
analysis, to dyadic social sciences data. An overview of two principle techniques of
spectral analysis, the Discrete Fourier Transform, and the Magnitude Squared
Coherence and phase, were presented. Further, a step-by-step guide was provided in
the Methods and Analysis section, and the full Matlab code for the two techniques is
provided in the Appendices.
Two novel approaches for estimating spectral component significance, based on
first principles, were presented. The first involved the creation of 1000 artificial
random data sets based on the skew, mean, kurtosis, and standard deviation of the
original data, which could be analyzed in order to compare against the results for the
actual data. The second involved the randomization of each of the individual’s data
1000 times, which could then be analyzed and compared in a similar fashion. These
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approaches provide an intuitive approach to estimating significance. Indeed, the
graphs presented in the results section included a random sample of 100 the 1000
random sets for the purposes of visualization.
The second goal pertained to the utilization of data for sexual desire in order to
demonstrate spectral analysis as a viable analytical technique both individual, and
dyadic level social science data. In achieving this goal, the following research
questions were posed:
1. Do participants’ levels of desire fluctuate periodically for men and/or women
and if so, at which frequencies?
2. Is there a correlation between the rates of sexual desire periodicity for partner A
and the rates of sexual desire periodicity for partner B in couples?
3. What is the phase lead/lag relationship between partners in a couple for their
sexual desire periodicity?
The answer to question 1 was ‘yes’, and the respective frequencies were
identified. The answer to questions 2 was also yes, and the answer to question 3 were
numerous - the phase leads/lags associated with the 11 significant (and 1 trending
towards significance) coherent frequencies are presented. There were a number of
limitations (discussed above) which meant that discussions about the details and
specifics of the results should be undertaken with caution. Further, the window length
and window overlap parameters for the dyadic analysis meant that some caution
should also be exercised. These cautions notwithstanding, the research questions were
addressed with success.
It is hoped that this paper serves to introduce uninitiated readers to spectral
analysis, a technique with wide ranging applications that allows for regular
periodicities to be uncovered from time series data. It is also hoped that exposure to
such analytic techniques encourages a broadening of scope, in general, for more
interdisciplinary analytical avenues in the social sciences.
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Appendix A
Part 1 - Matlab Code
1 %%
2
3 %THIS SCRIPT PERFORMS THE ANALYSIS FOR THE MEN AND WOMEN
SEPARATELY (NON DYADIC)
4 % IT ALSO PERFORMS DEMOGRAPHICS CALCULATIONS
5
6 %% Open F i l e
7
8 cd / Use r s / mat thewvowels / ’ Google Dr ive ’ / ’ U n i v e r s i t y o f
Kentucky Fami ly S c i e n c e s 1 ’ / ’MV t h e s i s ’ / ’ Data and
P r o c e s s i n g ’ / ’ Mat lab S c r i p t s ’ / ’ F u l l S c r i p t ’
9 %D e f i n i t i o n s
10 f i l e n a m e = ’ D i a r y _ P a i r w i s e _ C o u p l e s S t u d y _ r e a d y . x l s x ’ ;
11 a l l d a t a = r e a d t a b l e ( f i l e n a m e ) ;
12
13 %% D ef in e Terms
14 t = 0 : 2 9 ;
15 T=1;
16 L=30;
17 Hann=hann ( L ) ;
18 f = ( 0 : ( L / 2 ) ) / L ;
19 t n = ( 0 : L−1)∗T ;
20
21 %% Demographics
22
23 agerange_men= r a n g e ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) ;
24 agemin_men=min ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) ;
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25 agemax_men=max ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) ;
26 agerange_women= r a n g e ( [ a l l d a t a . age_P ] ) ;
27 agemin_women=min ( [ a l l d a t a . age_P ] ) ;
28 agemax_women=max ( [ a l l d a t a . age_P ] ) ;
29 agemean_men=mean ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) ;
30 agemean_women=mean ( [ a l l d a t a . age_P ] ) ;
31
32 %c a l c u l a t e s t o t a l number o f r e l a t i o n s h i p months f o r A and
P :
33
34 yrs_ to_months_A = ( [ a l l d a t a . r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ A ] ) ∗12 ;
35 y r s_ to_mon ths_P = ( [ a l l d a t a . r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ P ] ) ∗12 ;
36 t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A = yrs_ to_months_A + ( [ a l l d a t a .
r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A ] ) ;
37 t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P = yr s_ to_mon ths_P + ( [ a l l d a t a .
r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P ] ) ;
38 minlengthAmths =min ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A ) ;
39 min leng thPmths =min ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P ) ;
40 maxlengthAmths=max ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A ) ;
41 maxlengthPmths =max ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P ) ;
42 %c o n v e r t s t h e s e back t o y e a r s
43 t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ A = t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A / 1 2 ;
44 t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ P = t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P / 1 2 ;
45 a v _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ A =mean ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ A ) ;
46 a v _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ P =mean ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ y r s _ P ) ;
47 a v _ r e l _ l e g n t h _ A a n d P =( a v _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ A + a v _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ P ) / 2 ;
48 m i n l e n g t h A y e a r s =min ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A ) / 1 2 ;
49 m i n l e n g t h P y e a r s =min ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P ) / 1 2 ;
50 maxleng thAyea r s =max ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ A ) / 1 2 ;
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51 m a x l e n g t h P y e a r s =max ( t o t a l _ r e l _ l e n g t h _ m t h s _ P ) / 1 2 ;
52
53 %% Data C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s mu , k u r t o s i s , SD , mean , skewness
, v a r i a n c e .
54 %C o n c a t e n a t e male and f em a le s e x u a l d e s i r e ( i n t h a t o r d e r
) :
55 a l l d e s i r e =[ a l l d a t a . Centred_AQ5 ; a l l d a t a . Centred_PQ5 ] ;
56 RM=( a l l d a t a . Centred_AQ5 ( randperm ( l e n g t h ( a l l d a t a .
Centred_AQ5 ) ) ) ) ; %randomly p e r m u t a t e d v e r s i o n o f male
d e s i r e
57 m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . Centred_AQ5 ;
58 f e m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . Centred_PQ5 ;
59 d e s i r e d i s c r e p = m a l e d e s i r e−f e m a l e d e s i r e ;
60
61 m a l e p a r t i a l 1 = m a l e d e s i r e ( 1 : 9 9 0 , : ) ;
62 m a l e p a r t i a l 2 = m a l e d e s i r e ( 9 9 1 : 1 9 5 0 , : ) ;
63 f e m a l e p a r t i a l 1 = f e m a l e d e s i r e ( 9 9 1 : 1 9 5 0 , : ) ;
64 f e m a l e p a r t i a l 2 = f e m a l e d e s i r e ( 1 : 9 9 0 , : ) ;
65
66 num_couples= l e n g t h ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) / L ;
67 num_couplesMP1= l e n g t h ( m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) / L ;
68 num_couplesMP2= l e n g t h ( m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) / L ;
69 num_couplesFP1= l e n g t h ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) / L ;
70 num_couplesFP2= l e n g t h ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) / L ;
71
72 mu=0; % a l l s e x u a l d e s i r e a v e r a g e s a r e z e r o ( a s t h e y have
been i n d i v i d u a l −mean−c e n t r e d )
73 k u r t _ m e n d e s i r e = k u r t o s i s ( m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
74 k u r t _ w o m e n d e s i r e = k u r t o s i s ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
75
75 k u r t _ a l l d e s i r e = k u r t o s i s ( [ a l l d e s i r e ] ) ;
76 kurt_RM= k u r t o s i s (RM) ;
77 kurtMP1= k u r t o s i s ( m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
78 kurtMP2= k u r t o s i s ( m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
79 kur tFP1 = k u r t o s i s ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
80 kur tFP2 = k u r t o s i s ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
81 k u r t d i s c r e p = k u r t o s i s ( d e s i r e d i s c r e p ) ;
82
83 skew_mendes i re = skewness ( m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
84 skew_womendesire= skewness ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
85 s k e w _ a l l d e s i r e = skewness ( [ a l l d e s i r e ] ) ;
86 skew_RM= skewness (RM) ;
87 s k e w d i s c r e p = skewness ( d e s i r e d i s c r e p ) ;
88 skewMP1= skewness ( m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
89 skewMP2= skewness ( m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
90 skewFP1= skewness ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
91 skewFP2= skewness ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
92
93 SD_mendesire= s t d ( m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
94 SD_womendesire= s t d ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
95 S D _ a l l d e s i r e = s t d ( [ a l l d e s i r e ] ) ;
96 SD_RM= s t d (RM) ;
97 SD_di sc rep = s t d ( d e s i r e d i s c r e p ) ;
98 SD_MP1= s t d ( m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
99 SD_MP2= s t d ( m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
100 SD_FP1= s t d ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 1 ) ;
101 SD_FP2= s t d ( f e m a l e p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
102
103 n _ i n d m e n d e s i r e = l e n g t h ( m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
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104 n_ indwomendes i re = l e n g t h ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
105 n_RM= l e n g t h (RM) ;
106 n _ a l l d e s i r e = l e n g t h ( a l l d e s i r e ) ;
107
108 %% Under t ake t− t e s t on raw l e v e l s o f d e s i r e :
109 o r i g m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . que5_A ;
110 o r i g f e m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . que5_P ;
111
112 f o r i =0:64
113 m1=mean ( o r i g m a l e d e s i r e ( ( i ∗30+1) : ( i ∗30+30) ) ) ;
114 meanindsmale ( i +1)=m1 ;
115
116 end
117
118 f o r i =0:64
119 m1=mean ( o r i g f e m a l e d e s i r e ( ( i ∗30+1) : ( i ∗30+30) ) ) ;
120 mean inds fema le ( i +1)=m1 ;
121
122 end
123 [ h , p , c i , s t a t s ] = t t e s t ( meanindsmale , mean inds fema le )
124
125
126 %% C r e a t e Noise S e t s u s i n g p e a r s r n d (mu , sigma , skew , k u r t ,m,
n )
127 n s e t s =1000;
128 m=L∗ num_couples ∗ n s e t s ; n =1; %NOTE: ’m’ must be a p r o d u c t
o f 30
129
130 n o i s e _ a l l = p e a r s r n d (mu , S D _ a l l d e s i r e , s k e w _ a l l d e s i r e ,
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k u r t _ a l l d e s i r e ,m, n ) ;
131 noise_M= p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_mendesire , skew_mendes i re ,
k u r t _ m e n d e s i r e ,m, n ) ;
132 n o i s e _ F = p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_womendesire , skew_womendesire ,
ku r t_womendes i r e ,m, n ) ;
133 noise_MP1= p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_MP1 , skewMP1 , kurtMP1 ,m, n ) ;
134 noise_MP2= p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_MP2 , skewMP2 , kurtMP2 ,m, n ) ;
135 no i se_FP1 = p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_FP1 , skewFP1 , kur tFP1 ,m, n ) ;
136 no i se_FP2 = p e a r s r n d (mu , SD_FP2 , skewFP2 , kur tFP2 ,m, n ) ;
137
138 j 1 =num_couples ;
139 j =num_couples −1; % <<< 64
140 q1 =(m/ L ) ; %n o i s e " c o u p l e s " 1950 /30 = 65 b u t 1000 s e t s o f
t h i s
141 q =(m/ L )−1; %f o r ’ f o r ’ l oop n o i s e ( i n d e x i n g from 0) ,
t h i s i s 64
142
143 %% S e t c o u p l e ID i n c r e m e n t a l l y ( e v e r y 30 days )
144 %f o r i 1 =0: j
145 %a l l d a t a . c o u p l e _ i d ( ( ( L∗ i 1 ) +1) : ( ( ( L∗ i 1 ) +1) +(L−1) ) ) =( i 1 +1)
;
146 %end
147
148 %% C r e a t e a r e p e a t e d hann window so t h a t i t can be
e l e m e n t w i s e m u l t i p l i e d
149 % wi th t h e d a t a
150
151 %f o r t h e 1950 s e t s :
152 f o r z1 =0: j
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153 H1 ( ( ( L∗ z1 ) +1) : ( ( L∗ z1 ) +L ) ) =Hann ;
154 end
155
156 Z1=H1 ’ ;
157
158 %f o r t h e n o i s e s e t :
159 f o r z2 =0: q
160 H2 ( ( ( L∗ z2 ) +1) : ( ( L∗ z2 ) +L ) ) =Hann ;
161 end
162
163 Z2=H2 ’ ;
164
165 w i n m a l e d e s i r e =2∗ m a l e d e s i r e . ∗Z1 ; %t h i s i n c l u d e s t h e
a m p l i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r o f 2
166 w i n f e m a l e d e s i r e =2∗ f e m a l e d e s i r e . ∗Z1 ; %t h i s i n c l u d e s t h e
a m p l i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r o f 2
167 winRM=2∗RM.∗Z1 ;%t h i s i n c l u d e s t h e a m p l i t u d e c o r r e c t i o n
f a c t o r o f 2
168 w i n n o i s e =2∗ n o i s e _ a l l . ∗Z2 ;%t h i s i n c l u d e s t h e a m p l i t u d e
c o r r e c t i o n f a c t o r o f 2
169 winnoiseM =2∗noise_M .∗Z2 ;
170 winno i seF =2∗ n o i s e _ F .∗Z2 ;
171 winnoiseMP1 =2∗noise_MP1 .∗Z2 ;
172 winnoiseMP2 =2∗noise_MP2 .∗Z2 ;
173 winnoiseFP1 =2∗ no i se_FP1 . ∗Z2 ;
174 winnoiseFP2 =2∗ no i se_FP2 . ∗Z2 ;
175
176 %% c a r r y o u t FFT f o r each i n d i v i d u a l and t h e n o i s e s e t s
i n b a t c h e s o f 30
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177
178 f o r k1 =0: j
179 ResultM ( ( ( L∗k1 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k1 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w i n m a l e d e s i r e ( ( ( L∗k1
) +1) : ( ( L∗k1 ) +L ) ) ) ;
180 end
181
182 f o r k2 =0: j
183 R e s u l t F ( ( ( L∗k2 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k2 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w i n f e m a l e d e s i r e ( ( ( L∗
k2 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k2 ) +L ) ) ) ;
184 end
185
186 f o r k4 =0: j
187 ResultRM ( ( ( L∗k4 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k4 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t (winRM ( ( ( L∗k4 ) +1) : ( (
L∗k4 ) +L ) ) ) ;
188 end
189
190 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
191 Resu l tN ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w i n n o i s e ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1)
: ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
192 end
193
194 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
195 ResultNM ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( winnoiseM ( ( ( L∗k3 )
+1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
196 end
197
198 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
199 Resul tNF ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w inno i seF ( ( ( L∗k3 )
+1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
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200 end
201
202 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
203 ResultNMP1 ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( winnoiseMP1 ( ( ( L∗
k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
204 end
205
206 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
207 ResultNMP2 ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( winnoiseMP2 ( ( ( L∗
k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
208 end
209
210 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
211 Resul tNFP1 ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( winno iseFP1 ( ( ( L∗
k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
212 end
213
214 f o r k3 = 0 : ( q )
215 Resul tNFP2 ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( winno iseFP2 ( ( ( L∗
k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
216 end
217
218 %% r e s h a p e d a t a i n o r d e r t o c a l c u l a t e complex sums f o r
each day a c r o s s a l l
219 %i n d i v i d u a l s . Th i s s t a c k s t h e FFT r e s u l t s f o r 30 days f o r
each i n d i v i d u a l s
220 %i n rows
221 shapedResul tM1 = r e s h a p e ( ResultM , [ L , ( num_couples ) ] ) ;
222 s h a p e d R e s u l t F 1 = r e s h a p e ( Resu l tF , [ L , ( num_couples ) ] ) ;
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223 shapedResul tRM1= r e s h a p e ( ResultRM , [ L , ( num_couples ) ] ) ;
224 shapedResu l tN1 = r e s h a p e ( Resul tN , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
225 shapedResultN1M= r e s h a p e ( ResultNM , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
226 shapedResu l tN1F = r e s h a p e ( ResultNF , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
227 shapedResultN1MP1= r e s h a p e ( ResultNMP1 , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
228 shapedResu l tN1FP1 = r e s h a p e ( ResultNFP1 , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
229 shapedResultN1MP2= r e s h a p e ( ResultNMP2 , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
230 shapedResu l tN1FP2 = r e s h a p e ( ResultNFP2 , [ L , ( q1 ) ] ) ;
231
232 %T r a n s p o s e t h e s e − t h i s s t a c k s them so t h a t t h e sum
f u n c t i o n can sum each
233 %f f t component a c r o s s a l l i n d i v i d u a l s
234 shapedResul tM2 =shapedResul tM1 ’ ;
235 s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 = sh a pe d R es u l t F 1 ’ ;
236 shapedResul tRM2=shapedResultRM1 ’ ;
237 shapedResu l tN2 = shapedResu l tN1 ’ ;
238 shapedResultN2M=shapedResultN1M ’ ;
239 shapedResu l tN2F = shapedResul tN1F ’ ;
240 shapedResultN2MP1=shapedResultN1MP1 ’ ;
241 shapedResu l tN2FP1 =shapedResul tN1FP1 ’ ;
242 shapedResultN2MP2=shapedResultN1MP2 ’ ;
243 shapedResu l tN2FP2 =shapedResul tN1FP2 ’ ;
244
245 %Remove h a l f t h e males and h a l f t h e f e m a l e s i n o r d e r t o
do a males vs
246 %f e m a l e s t e s t where t h e samples a r e i n d e p e n d e n t
247 s h a p e d R e s u l t M 2 p a r t i a l = shapedResul tM2 ( 1 : 3 3 , : ) ;
248 s h a p e d R e s u l t R M 2 p a r t i a l =shapedResul tRM2 ( 1 : 3 3 , : ) ;
249 s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 p a r t i a l = s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 ( 3 4 : 6 5 , : ) ;
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250 s h a p e d R e s u l t M 2 p a r t i a l 2 = shapedResul tM2 ( 3 4 : 6 5 , : ) ;
251 s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 p a r t i a l 2 = s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 ( 1 : 3 3 , : ) ;
252
253 %% Averages
254 a v p a r t i a l M =mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t M 2 p a r t i a l ) ;
255 a v p a r t i a l F =mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 p a r t i a l ) ;
256 a v p a r t i a l M 2 =mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t M 2 p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
257 a v p a r t i a l F 2 =mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 p a r t i a l 2 ) ;
258 a v p a r t i a l R M =mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t R M 2 p a r t i a l ) ;
259 avRM=mean ( shapedResul tRM2 ) ;
260 avM=mean ( shapedResul tM2 ) ;
261 avF=mean ( s h a p e d R e s u l t F 2 ) ;
262
263 %t h e f o l l o w i n g f o r loop c a l c u l a t e s complex a v e r a g e s o f
t h e n o i s e s e t s o f
264 %columns f o r b a t c h e s o f 65
265
266 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
267
268 avNgen=mean ( shapedResu l tN2 ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o∗
num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
269 avN ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgen ;
270 end
271
272 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
273
274 avNgenM=mean ( shapedResultN2M ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o∗
num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
275 avNM( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenM ;
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276 end
277
278 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
279
280 avNgenF=mean ( shapedResu l tN2F ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o∗
num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
281 avNF ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenF ;
282 end
283
284 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
285
286 avNgenFP1=mean ( shapedResu l tN2FP1 ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o
∗ num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
287 avNFP1 ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenFP1 ;
288 end
289
290 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
291
292 avNgenFP2=mean ( shapedResu l tN2FP2 ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o
∗ num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
293 avNFP2 ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenFP2 ;
294 end
295
296 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
297
298 avNgenMP1=mean ( shapedResultN2MP1 ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o
∗ num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
299 avNMP1 ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenMP1 ;
300 end
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301
302 f o r o = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
303
304 avNgenMP2=mean ( shapedResultN2MP2 ( ( ( o∗ num_couples +1) : ( o
∗ num_couples+num_couples ) ) , : ) ) ;
305 avNMP2 ( o + 1 , : ) =avNgenMP2 ;
306 end
307
308 %% F i n a l i s e t h e magn i tude p l o t s f o r t h e FFT
309
310 %MENPARTIAL1
311 P2Mp= abs ( a v p a r t i a l M / L ) ;
312 P1Mp=P2Mp ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
313 P1Mp ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1Mp ( 2 : end−1) ;
314
315 %MENPARTIAL2
316 P2Mp2= abs ( a v p a r t i a l M 2 / L ) ;
317 P1Mp2=P2Mp2 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
318 P1Mp2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1Mp2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
319
320 %WOMEN PARTIAL1
321 P2Fp= abs ( a v p a r t i a l F / L ) ;
322 P1Fp=P2Fp ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
323 P1Fp ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1Fp ( 2 : end−1) ;
324
325 %WOMEN PARTIAL2
326 P2Fp2= abs ( a v p a r t i a l F 2 / L ) ;
327 P1Fp2=P2Fp2 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
328 P1Fp2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1Fp2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
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329
330 %WOMEN FULL
331 P2F= abs ( avF / L ) ;
332 P1F=P2F ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
333 P1F ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1F ( 2 : end−1) ;
334
335 %MEN FULL
336 P2M= abs (avM / L ) ;
337 P1M=P2M ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
338 P1M ( 2 : end−1)=2∗P1M ( 2 : end−1) ;
339
340 %NOISE_ALL F i n a l FFT
341 f o r p =1: n s e t s
342 P2Ngen= abs ( avN ( p , : ) / L ) ;
343 P2N ( p , : ) =P2Ngen ;
344 end
345 P1N=P2N ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
346 P1N ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1N ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
347
348 %NOISE MEN F i n a l FFT
349 f o r p =1: n s e t s
350 P2NgenM= abs (avNM( p , : ) / L ) ;
351 P2NM( p , : ) =P2NgenM ;
352 end
353 P1NM=P2NM ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
354 P1NM ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NM ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
355
356 %NOISE WOMEN F i n a l FFT
357 f o r p =1: n s e t s
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358 P2NgenF= abs ( avNF ( p , : ) / L ) ;
359 P2NF ( p , : ) =P2NgenF ;
360 end
361 P1NF=P2NF ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
362 P1NF ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NF ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
363
364 %NOISE MEN PARTIAL1 F i n a l FFT
365 f o r p =1: n s e t s
366 P2NgenMP1= abs ( avNMP1 ( p , : ) / L ) ;
367 P2NMP1( p , : ) =P2NgenMP1 ;
368 end
369 P1NMP1=P2NMP1 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
370 P1NMP1 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NMP1 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
371
372 %NOISE WOMEN PARTIAL1 F i n a l FFT
373 f o r p =1: n s e t s
374 P2NgenFP1= abs ( avNFP1 ( p , : ) / L ) ;
375 P2NFP1 ( p , : ) =P2NgenFP1 ;
376 end
377 P1NFP1=P2NFP1 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
378 P1NFP1 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NFP1 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
379
380 %NOISE MEN PARTIAL2 F i n a l FFT
381 f o r p =1: n s e t s
382 P2NgenMP2= abs ( avNMP2 ( p , : ) / L ) ;
383 P2NMP2( p , : ) =P2NgenMP2 ;
384 end
385 P1NMP2=P2NMP2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
386 P1NMP2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NMP2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
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387
388 %NOISE WOMEN PARTIAL2 F i n a l FFT
389 f o r p =1: n s e t s
390 P2NgenFP2= abs ( avNFP2 ( p , : ) / L ) ;
391 P2NFP2 ( p , : ) =P2NgenFP2 ;
392 end
393 P1NFP2=P2NFP2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
394 P1NFP2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗P1NFP2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
395
396 %% Checksums
397 %Checksum Male P a r t i a l 1
398 checkvecMp=P1Mp>=P1NMP1 ;
399 checksumMp=sum ( checkvecMp ) ;
400 pMp=1−(checksumMp / n s e t s ) ;
401
402 %Checksum Female P a r t i a l 1
403 checkvecFp =P1Fp>=P1NFP1 ;
404 checksumFp=sum ( checkvecFp ) ;
405 pFp=1−( checksumFp / n s e t s ) ;
406
407 %Checksum Male P a r t i a l 2
408 checkvecMp2=P1Mp2>=P1NMP2 ;
409 checksumMp2=sum ( checkvecMp2 ) ;
410 pMp2=1−(checksumMp2 / n s e t s ) ;
411
412 %Checksum Female P a r t i a l 2
413 checkvecFp2 =P1Fp2 >=P1NFP2 ;
414 checksumFp2=sum ( checkvecFp2 ) ;
415 pFp2=1−( checksumFp2 / n s e t s ) ;
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416
417 %Checksum ALL Female
418 checkvecF =P1F>=P1NF ;
419 checksumF=sum ( checkvecF ) ;
420 pF=1−( checksumF / n s e t s ) ;
421
422 %Checksum ALL Male
423 checkvecM=P1M>=P1NM;
424 checksumM=sum ( checkvecM ) ;
425 pM=1−(checksumM / n s e t s ) ;
426
427 cc = 0 . 0 5 ; cc =( ones ( 1 , 1 6 ) ) ∗ 0 . 0 5 ;
428
429 %% KEY
430 % pMp = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 1 s t male p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th noise_MP1
431 % pFp = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 1 s t f em a le p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th no i se_FP1
432 % pFp2 = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 2nd f em a le p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th no i se_FP2
433 % pMp2 = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 2nd male p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th noise_MP2
434 % pM = p v a l u e s f o r a l l men compared wi th noise_M
435 % pF = p v a l u e s f o r a l l women compared wi th n o i s e _ F
436
437 % P1M = FFT r e s u l t s f o r a l l men
438 % P1F = FFT r e s u l t s f o r a l l women
439 % P1Fp2 = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 2nd f em a le p a r t i a l
440 % P1Fp = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 1 s t f em a le p a r t i a l
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441 % P1Mp = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 1 s t male p a r t i a l
442 % P1Mp2 = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 2nd male p a r t i a l
443
444 % cc = 0 . 0 5 c u t o f f
445
446 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1M (ALL MEN)
447
448 % P1M = FFT r e s u l t s f o r a l l men
449 % pM = p v a l u e s f o r a l l men compared wi th noise_M
450 pM3star = f i n d (pM< 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
451 pM2star = f i n d (pM<=0.01 & pM> 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
452 pM1star = f i n d (pM>0.01 & pM<=0 .05 ) ;
453 pM0star = f i n d (pM>0.05 & pM<=0 .10 ) ;
454
455 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
456 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( pM3star ) ;
457 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( pM2star ) ;
458 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( pM1star ) ;
459 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( pM0star ) ;
460
461 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
462 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1M( pM3star ) ;
463 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1M( pM2star ) ;
464 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1M( pM1star ) ;
465 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1M( pM0star ) ;
466
467 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1F (ALL
WOMEN)
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469 % pF = p v a l u e s f o r a l l women compared wi th n o i s e _ F
470 % P1F = FFT r e s u l t s f o r a l l women
471
472 p F 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pF < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
473 p F 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pF <=0.01 & pF > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
474 p F 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pF >0.01 & pF <=0 .05 ) ;
475 p F 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pF >0.05 & pF <=0 .10 ) ;
476
477 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
478 p F f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p F 3 s t a r ) ;
479 p F f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p F 2 s t a r ) ;
480 p F f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p F 1 s t a r ) ;
481 p F f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p F 0 s t a r ) ;
482
483 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
484 p F A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1F ( p F 3 s t a r ) ;
485 p F A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1F ( p F 2 s t a r ) ;
486 p F A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1F ( p F 1 s t a r ) ;
487 p F A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1F ( p F 0 s t a r ) ;
488
489 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1Mp ( f i r s t
male p a r t i a l )
490 % pMp = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 1 s t male p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th noise_MP1
491 % P1Mp = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 1 s t male p a r t i a l
492 pMp3star = f i n d (pMp< 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
493 pMp2star = f i n d (pMp<=0.01 & pMp> 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
494 pMp1star = f i n d (pMp>0.01 & pMp<=0 .05 ) ;
495 pMp0star = f i n d (pMp>0.05 & pMp<=0 .10 ) ;
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496
497 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
498 p M p f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( pMp3star ) ;
499 p M p f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( pMp2star ) ;
500 p M p f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( pMp1star ) ;
501 p M p f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( pMp0star ) ;
502
503 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
504 p M p A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1Mp( pMp3star ) ;
505 p M p A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1Mp( pMp2star ) ;
506 p M p A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1Mp( pMp1star ) ;
507 p M p A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1Mp( pMp0star ) ;
508
509 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1Mp ( second
male p a r t i a l )
510 % pMp2 = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 2nd male p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th noise_MP2
511 % P1Mp2 = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 2nd male p a r t i a l
512 pMp23star= f i n d ( pMp2 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
513 pMp22star= f i n d ( pMp2<=0.01 & pMp2 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
514 pMp21star= f i n d ( pMp2>0.01 & pMp2 <=0 .05 ) ;
515 pMp20star= f i n d ( pMp2>0.05 & pMp2 <=0 .10 ) ;
516
517 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
518 p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( pMp23star ) ;
519 p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( pMp22star ) ;
520 p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( pMp21star ) ;
521 p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( pMp20star ) ;
522
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523 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
524 p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1Mp2 ( pMp23star ) ;
525 p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1Mp2 ( pMp22star ) ;
526 p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1Mp2 ( pMp21star ) ;
527 p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1Mp2 ( pMp20star ) ;
528
529 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1Fp ( f i r s t
f em a l e p a r t i a l )
530 % pFp = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 1 s t f em a le p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th no i se_FP1
531 % P1Fp = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 1 s t f em a le p a r t i a l
532 p F p 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
533 p F p 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp <=0.01 & pFp > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
534 p F p 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp >0 .01 & pFp <=0 .05 ) ;
535 p F p 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp >0 .05 & pFp <=0 .10 ) ;
536
537 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
538 p F p f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p F p 3 s t a r ) ;
539 p F p f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p F p 2 s t a r ) ;
540 p F p f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p F p 1 s t a r ) ;
541 p F p f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p F p 0 s t a r ) ;
542
543 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
544 p F p A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1Fp ( p F p 3 s t a r ) ;
545 p F p A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1Fp ( p F p 2 s t a r ) ;
546 p F p A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1Fp ( p F p 1 s t a r ) ;
547 p F p A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1Fp ( p F p 0 s t a r ) ;
548
549 %% l a b e l i n g s i g n i f i c a n t v a l u e s on graph f o r P1Fp2 ( second
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f em a l e p a r t i a l )
550 % P1Fp2 = FFT r e s u l t s f o r 2nd f em a le p a r t i a l
551 % pFp2 = p v a l u e s f o r t h e 2nd f em a le p a r t i a l a s compared
wi th no i se_FP2
552 p F p 2 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp2 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
553 p F p 2 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp2 <=0.01 & pFp2 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
554 p F p 2 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp2 >0.01 & pFp2 <=0 .05 ) ;
555 p F p 2 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pFp2 >0.05 & pFp2 <=0 .10 ) ;
556
557 %i d e n t i f y f r e q u e n c i e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
558 p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p F p 2 3 s t a r ) ;
559 p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p F p 2 2 s t a r ) ;
560 p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p F p 2 1 s t a r ) ;
561 p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p F p 2 0 s t a r ) ;
562
563 %i d e n t i f y a m p l i t u d e s o f s i g n i f i c a n c e
564 p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =P1Fp2 ( p F p 2 3 s t a r ) ;
565 p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =P1Fp2 ( p F p 2 2 s t a r ) ;
566 p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =P1Fp2 ( p F p 2 1 s t a r ) ;
567 p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =P1Fp2 ( p F p 2 0 s t a r ) ;
568
569 %% PLOTS
570 dx = 0 . 0 0 7 ; dy =−0.005; Rc = 0 . 8 ; Gc = 0 . 8 ; Bc = 0 . 8 ;
571 f o n t s i z e =26;
572 Rd =0;Gd=0;Bd =0;
573 LW=3;
574
575 f i g u r e
576 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
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577 p l o t ( f , P1NMP1 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
578 ho ld on
579 p l o t ( f , P1Mp , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
580 ho ld o f f
581 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
582 t e x t ( p M p f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p M p A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
583 t e x t ( p M p f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p M p A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
584 t e x t ( p M p f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p M p A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
585 t e x t ( p M p f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p M p A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
586 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
587 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
588 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
589 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
590 t i t l e ( ’ Male P a r t i a l 1 ( i n t e r d e p e n d e n t wi th Female P a r t i a l
2 ) ’ )
591
592 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
593 p l o t ( f , P1NMP2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
594 ho ld on
595 p l o t ( f , P1Mp2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
596 ho ld o f f
597 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
598 t e x t ( p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ ,
’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
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599 t e x t ( p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
600 t e x t ( p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
601 t e x t ( p M p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p M p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
602 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
603 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
604 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
605 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
606 t i t l e ( ’ Male P a r t i a l 2 ( i n t e r d e p e n d e n t wi th Female P a r t i a l
1 ) ’ )
607
608
609 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
610 p l o t ( f ,P1NM( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
611 ho ld on
612 p l o t ( f , P1M, ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
613 ho ld o f f
614 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
615 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
616 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r
’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
617 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r
’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
618 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
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619 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
620 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
621 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
622 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
623 t i t l e ( ’ Male A l l ’ )
624
625 f i g u r e
626 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
627 p l o t ( f , P1NFP1 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
628 ho ld on
629 p l o t ( f , P1Fp , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
630 ho ld o f f
631 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
632 t e x t ( p F p f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p F p A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
633 t e x t ( p F p f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p F p A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
634 t e x t ( p F p f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p F p A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
635 t e x t ( p F p f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p F p A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
636 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
637 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
638 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
639 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
640 t i t l e ( ’ Female P a r t i a l 1 ( i n t e r d e p e n d e n t wi th Male P a r t i a l
2 ) ’ )
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641
642 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
643 p l o t ( f , P1NFP2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
644 ho ld on
645 p l o t ( f , P1Fp2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
646 ho ld o f f
647 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
648 t e x t ( p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ ,
’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
649 t e x t ( p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
650 t e x t ( p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
651 t e x t ( p F p 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p F p 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
652 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
653 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
654 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
655 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
656 t i t l e ( ’ Female P a r t i a l 2 ( i n t e r d e p e n d e n t wi th Male P a r t i a l
1 ) ’ )
657
658 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
659 p l o t ( f , P1NF ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
660 ho ld on
661 p l o t ( f , P1F , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
662 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 0 . 2 ] )
663 t e x t ( p F f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p F A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’
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Colo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
664 t e x t ( p F f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p F A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’ ∗∗ ’ , ’
Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
665 t e x t ( p F f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p F A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r
’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
666 t e x t ( p F f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p F A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r
’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
667 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
668 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
669 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
670 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
671 t i t l e ( ’ Female A l l ’ )
672
673 %% The s e c t i o n below makes examples o f t h r e e random men
and 3 random women ( i n d e p e n d e n t )
674
675 %% Randomize t h e chosen 3 males and 3 f e m a l e s f o r
examples 1000 t i m e s
676 indM1= m a l e d e s i r e ( 1 : L ) ;
677
678 indM2= m a l e d e s i r e ( L+1:2∗L ) ;
679
680 indM3= m a l e d e s i r e (2∗L+1:3∗L ) ;
681
682 indF1 = m a l e d e s i r e ( 1 : L ) ;
683
684 indF2 = f e m a l e d e s i r e ( L+1:2∗L ) ;
685
99
686 indF3 = f e m a l e d e s i r e (12∗L+1:13∗L ) ;
687
688 %male i n d 1
689 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
690 m a l e i n d 1 r n d 1 =indM1 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
691 m a l e i n d 1 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = male ind1rnd1 ’ ;
692 end
693
694 %male i n d 2
695 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
696 m a l e i n d 2 r n d 1 =indM2 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
697 m a l e i n d 2 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = male ind2rnd1 ’ ;
698 end
699
700 %male i n d 3
701 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
702 m a l e i n d 3 r n d 1 =indM3 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
703 m a l e i n d 3 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = male ind3rnd1 ’ ;
704 end
705
706 %f em a l e i n d 1
707
708 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
709 f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d 1 = indF1 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
710 f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d 1 ’ ;
711 end
712
713 %f em a l e i n d 2
714 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
100
715 f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d 1 = indF2 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
716 f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d 1 ’ ;
717 end
718
719 %f em a l e i n d 3
720 f o r i = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
721 f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d 1 = indF3 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
722 f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d 1 ’ ;
723 end
724
725 %% window t h e d a t a
726 %i n d i v i d u a l s
727 winindM1 =2∗ indM1 .∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
728 winindM2 =2∗ indM2 .∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
729 winindM3 =2∗ indM3 .∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
730 winindF1 =2∗ indF1 . ∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
731 winindF2 =2∗ indF2 . ∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
732 winindF3 =2∗ indF3 . ∗Z1 ( 1 : L ) ;
733 %randomised i n d i v i d u a l s
734 winma le ind1 rnd =2∗ m a l e i n d 1 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
735 winma le ind2 rnd =2∗ m a l e i n d 2 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
736 winma le ind3 rnd =2∗ m a l e i n d 3 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
737 w i n f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d =2∗ f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
738 w i n f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d =2∗ f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
739 w i n f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d =2∗ f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d . ∗Z2 ( 1 : L∗ n s e t s ) ;
740
741 %% FFT t h e d a t a
742 Resu l t indM1 = f f t ( winindM1 ) ’ ;
743 Resu l t indM2 = f f t ( winindM2 ) ’ ;
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744 Resu l t indM3 = f f t ( winindM3 ) ’ ;
745 R e s u l t i n d F 1 = f f t ( winindF1 ) ’ ;
746 R e s u l t i n d F 2 = f f t ( winindF2 ) ’ ;
747 R e s u l t i n d F 3 = f f t ( winindF3 ) ’ ;
748
749 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
750 Result indM1N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w inma le ind1 rnd
( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
751 end
752
753 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
754 Result indM2N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w inma le ind2 rnd
( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
755 end
756
757 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
758 Result indM3N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t ( w inma le ind3 rnd
( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
759 end
760
761 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
762 Resu l t i ndF1N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t (
w i n f e m a l e i n d 1 r n d ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
763 end
764
765 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
766 Resu l t i ndF2N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t (
w i n f e m a l e i n d 2 r n d ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
767 end
102
768
769 f o r k3 = 0 : ( n s e t s −1)
770 Resu l t i ndF3N ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) , 1 ) = f f t (
w i n f e m a l e i n d 3 r n d ( ( ( L∗k3 ) +1) : ( ( L∗k3 ) +L ) ) ) ;
771 end
772
773 %% ReShape i n d i v i d u a l s r andomised r e s u l t s
774 shapedResul t indM1N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM1N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
775 shapedResul t indM2N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM2N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
776 shapedResul t indM2N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM3N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
777 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 1 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF1N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
778 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 2 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF2N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
779 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 3 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF3N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
780
781 %% F i n a l i s e FFT
782 indM1FFT1= abs ( Resu l t indM1 / L ) ;
783 indM1FFT2=indM1FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
784 indM1FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM1FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
785
786 indM2FFT1= abs ( Resu l t indM2 / L ) ;
787 indM2FFT2=indM2FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
788 indM2FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM2FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
789
790 indM3FFT1= abs ( Resu l t indM3 / L ) ;
791 indM3FFT2=indM3FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
792 indM3FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM3FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
793
794 indF1FFT1= abs ( R e s u l t i n d F 1 / L ) ;
795 indF1FFT2=indF1FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
103
796 indF1FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF1FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
797
798 indF2FFT1= abs ( R e s u l t i n d F 2 / L ) ;
799 indF2FFT2=indF2FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
800 indF2FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF2FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
801
802 indF3FFT1= abs ( R e s u l t i n d F 3 / L ) ;
803 indF3FFT2=indF3FFT1 ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ;
804 indF3FFT2 ( 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF3FFT2 ( 2 : end−1) ;
805
806 shapedResul t indM1N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM1N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
807 shapedResul t indM2N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM2N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
808 shapedResul t indM3N = r e s h a p e ( ResultindM3N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
809
810 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 1 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF1N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
811 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 2 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF2N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
812 s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 3 N = r e s h a p e ( Resu l t indF3N , [ L , ( n s e t s ) ] ) ’ ;
813
814 f o r p =1: n s e t s
815 indM1NFFT1= abs ( shapedResul t indM1N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
816 indM1NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indM1NFFT1 ;
817 end
818 indM1NFFT2=indM1NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
819 indM1NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM1NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
820
821 f o r p =1: n s e t s
822 indM2NFFT1= abs ( shapedResul t indM2N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
823 indM2NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indM2NFFT1 ;
824 end
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825 indM2NFFT2=indM2NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
826 indM2NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM2NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
827
828 f o r p =1: n s e t s
829 indM3NFFT1= abs ( shapedResul t indM3N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
830 indM3NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indM3NFFT1 ;
831 end
832 indM3NFFT2=indM3NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
833 indM3NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indM3NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
834
835 f o r p =1: n s e t s
836 indF1NFFT1= abs ( s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 1 N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
837 indF1NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indF1NFFT1 ;
838 end
839 indF1NFFT2=indF1NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
840 indF1NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF1NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
841
842 f o r p =1: n s e t s
843 indF2NFFT1= abs ( s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 2 N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
844 indF2NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indF2NFFT1 ;
845 end
846 indF2NFFT2=indF2NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
847 indF2NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF2NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
848
849 f o r p =1: n s e t s
850 indF3NFFT1= abs ( s h a p e d R e s u l t i n d F 3 N ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) / L ) ;
851 indF3NFFT2 ( p , 1 : 1 6 ) =indF3NFFT1 ;
852 end
853 indF3NFFT2=indF3NFFT2 ( : , ( 1 : L / 2 + 1 ) ) ;
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854 indF3NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1)=2∗ indF3NFFT2 ( : , 2 : end−1) ;
855
856
857 checkvecindM1=indM1FFT2>=indM1NFFT2 ;
858 checksumindM1=sum ( checkvecindM1 ) ;
859 pindM1=1−( checksumindM1 / n s e t s ) ;
860
861 checkvecindM2=indM2FFT2>=indM2NFFT2 ;
862 checksumindM2=sum ( checkvecindM2 ) ;
863 pindM2=1−( checksumindM2 / n s e t s ) ;
864
865 checkvecindM3=indM3FFT2>=indM3NFFT2 ;
866 checksumindM3=sum ( checkvecindM3 ) ;
867 pindM3=1−( checksumindM3 / n s e t s ) ;
868
869 checkvec indF1 =indF1FFT2 >=indF1NFFT2 ;
870 checksumindF1=sum ( checkvec indF1 ) ;
871 pindF1 =1−( checksumindF1 / n s e t s ) ;
872
873 checkvec indF2 =indF2FFT2 >=indF2NFFT2 ;
874 checksumindF2=sum ( checkvec indF2 ) ;
875 pindF2 =1−( checksumindF2 / n s e t s ) ;
876
877 checkvec indF3 =indF3FFT2 >=indF3NFFT2 ;
878 checksumindF3=sum ( checkvec indF3 ) ;
879 pindF3 =1−( checksumindF3 / n s e t s ) ;
880
881
882 p indM13s t a r = f i n d ( pindM1 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
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883 p indM12s t a r = f i n d ( pindM1 <=0.01 & pindM1 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
884 p indM11s t a r = f i n d ( pindM1 >0.01 & pindM1 <=0 .05 ) ;
885 p indM10s t a r = f i n d ( pindM1 >0.05 & pindM1 <=0 .10 ) ;
886
887 p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p indM13s t a r ) ;
888 p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p indM12s t a r ) ;
889 p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p indM11s t a r ) ;
890 p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p indM10s t a r ) ;
891
892 p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indM1FFT2 ( p indM13s t a r ) ;
893 p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indM1FFT2 ( p indM12s t a r ) ;
894 p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indM1FFT2 ( p indM11s t a r ) ;
895 p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indM1FFT2 ( p indM10s t a r ) ;
896
897
898 p indM23s t a r = f i n d ( pindM2 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
899 p indM22s t a r = f i n d ( pindM2 <=0.01 & pindM2 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
900 p indM21s t a r = f i n d ( pindM2 >0.01 & pindM2 <=0 .05 ) ;
901 p indM20s t a r = f i n d ( pindM2 >0.05 & pindM2 <=0 .10 ) ;
902
903 p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p indM23s t a r ) ;
904 p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p indM22s t a r ) ;
905 p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p indM21s t a r ) ;
906 p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p indM20s t a r ) ;
907
908 p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indM2FFT2 ( p indM23s t a r ) ;
909 p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indM2FFT2 ( p indM22s t a r ) ;
910 p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indM2FFT2 ( p indM21s t a r ) ;
911 p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indM2FFT2 ( p indM20s t a r ) ;
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912
913
914 p indM33s t a r = f i n d ( pindM3 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
915 p indM32s t a r = f i n d ( pindM3 <=0.01 & pindM3 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
916 p indM31s t a r = f i n d ( pindM3 >0.01 & pindM3 <=0 .05 ) ;
917 p indM30s t a r = f i n d ( pindM3 >0.05 & pindM3 <=0 .10 ) ;
918
919 p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p indM33s t a r ) ;
920 p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p indM32s t a r ) ;
921 p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p indM31s t a r ) ;
922 p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p indM30s t a r ) ;
923
924 p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indM3FFT2 ( p indM33s t a r ) ;
925 p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indM3FFT2 ( p indM32s t a r ) ;
926 p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indM3FFT2 ( p indM31s t a r ) ;
927 p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indM3FFT2 ( p indM30s t a r ) ;
928
929
930 p i n d F 1 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF1 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
931 p i n d F 1 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF1 <=0.01 & pindF1 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
932 p i n d F 1 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF1 >0.01 & pindF1 <=0 .05 ) ;
933 p i n d F 1 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF1 >0.05 & pindF1 <=0 .10 ) ;
934
935 p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 1 3 s t a r ) ;
936 p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 1 2 s t a r ) ;
937 p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 1 1 s t a r ) ;
938 p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 1 0 s t a r ) ;
939
940 p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indF1FFT2 ( p i n d F 1 3 s t a r ) ;
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941 p i n d F 1 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indF1FFT2 ( p i n d F 1 2 s t a r ) ;
942 p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indF1FFT2 ( p i n d F 1 1 s t a r ) ;
943 p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indF1FFT2 ( p i n d F 1 0 s t a r ) ;
944
945
946 p i n d F 2 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF2 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
947 p i n d F 2 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF2 <=0.01 & pindF2 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
948 p i n d F 2 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF2 >0.01 & pindF2 <=0 .05 ) ;
949 p i n d F 2 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF2 >0.05 & pindF2 <=0 .10 ) ;
950
951 p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 2 3 s t a r ) ;
952 p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 2 2 s t a r ) ;
953 p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 2 1 s t a r ) ;
954 p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 2 0 s t a r ) ;
955
956 p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indF2FFT2 ( p i n d F 2 3 s t a r ) ;
957 p i n d F 2 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indF2FFT2 ( p i n d F 2 2 s t a r ) ;
958 p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indF2FFT2 ( p i n d F 2 1 s t a r ) ;
959 p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indF2FFT2 ( p i n d F 2 0 s t a r ) ;
960
961
962 p i n d F 3 3 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF3 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
963 p i n d F 3 2 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF3 <=0.01 & pindF3 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
964 p i n d F 3 1 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF3 >0.01 & pindF3 <=0 .05 ) ;
965 p i n d F 3 0 s t a r = f i n d ( pindF3 >0.05 & pindF3 <=0 .10 ) ;
966
967 p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 3 3 s t a r ) ;
968 p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 3 2 s t a r ) ;
969 p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 3 1 s t a r ) ;
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970 p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r = f ( p i n d F 3 0 s t a r ) ;
971
972 p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r =indF3FFT2 ( p i n d F 3 3 s t a r ) ;
973 p i n d F 3 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r =indF3FFT2 ( p i n d F 3 2 s t a r ) ;
974 p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r =indF3FFT2 ( p i n d F 3 1 s t a r ) ;
975 p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r =indF3FFT2 ( p i n d F 3 0 s t a r ) ;
976
977 %% PLOTS
978 dx = 0 . 0 0 7 ; dy =−0.005; Rc = 0 . 8 ; Gc = 0 . 8 ; Bc = 0 . 8 ;
979 f o n t s i z e =26;
980 Rd =0;Gd=0;Bd =0;
981 LW=3;
982
983 f i g u r e
984 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
985 p l o t ( f , indM1NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
986 ho ld on
987 p l o t ( f , indM1FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
988 ho ld o f f
989 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
990 t e x t ( p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
991 t e x t ( p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
992 t e x t ( p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
993 t e x t ( p i n d M 1 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 1 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
994 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
110
995 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
996 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
997 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
998 t i t l e ( ’ Male I n d i v i d u a l Example 1 From Couple 1 ’ )
999
1000 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
1001 p l o t ( f , indM2NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
1002 ho ld on
1003 p l o t ( f , indM2FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
1004 ho ld o f f
1005 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
1006 t e x t ( p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1007 t e x t ( p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1008 t e x t ( p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1009 t e x t ( p i n d M 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1010 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
1011 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
1012 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
1013 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
1014 t i t l e ( ’ Male I n d i v i d u a l Example 2 From Couple 2 ’ )
1015
1016 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
1017 p l o t ( f , indM3NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
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1018 ho ld on
1019 p l o t ( f , indM3FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
1020 ho ld o f f
1021 t e x t ( p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1022 t e x t ( p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1023 t e x t ( p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1024 t e x t ( p i n d M 3 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d M 3 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1025 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
1026 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
1027 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
1028 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
1029 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
1030 t i t l e ( ’ Male I n d i v i d u a l Example 3 From Couple 3 ’ )
1031
1032 f i g u r e
1033 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
1034 p l o t ( f , indF1NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
1035 ho ld on
1036 p l o t ( f , indF1FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
1037 ho ld o f f
1038 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
1039 t e x t ( p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1040 t e x t ( p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 1 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
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∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1041 t e x t ( p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1042 t e x t ( p i n d F 1 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 1 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1043 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
1044 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
1045 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
1046 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
1047 t i t l e ( ’ Female I n d i v i d u a l Example 1 From Couple 1 ’ )
1048
1049 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
1050 p l o t ( f , indF2NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
1051 ho ld on
1052 p l o t ( f , indF2FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
1053 ho ld o f f
1054 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
1055 t e x t ( p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1056 t e x t ( p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 2 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1057 t e x t ( p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1058 t e x t ( p i n d F 2 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 2 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1059 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
1060 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
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1061 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
1062 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
1063 t i t l e ( ’ Female I n d i v i d u a l Example 2 From Couple 2 ’ )
1064
1065 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
1066 p l o t ( f , indF3NFFT2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
1067 ho ld on
1068 p l o t ( f , indF3FFT2 , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
1069 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 1 . 4 ] )
1070 t e x t ( p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1071 t e x t ( p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 3 3 A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r +dx , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1072 t e x t ( p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r +dx , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1073 t e x t ( p i n d F 3 f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dy , p i n d F 3 A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r +dx , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
1074 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
1075 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
1076 y l a b e l ( ’ Leve l o f D e s i r e ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
1077 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
1078 t i t l e ( ’ Female I n d i v i d u a l Example 3 From Couple 3 ’ )
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Appendix B
Part 2 - Matlab Code
1 %% U t i l i z e s i n v e r s e f o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m t o n o r m a l i z e
f r e q u e n c y component a m p l i t u d e s b e f o r e CPSD and MSC a r e
c a l c u l a t e d .
2 % I n c l u d e s code f o r 4 i n d i v i d u a l examples
3
4 %%Open F i l e
5
6 cd / Use r s / mat thewvowels / ’ Google Dr ive ’ / ’ U n i v e r s i t y o f
Kentucky Fami ly S c i e n c e s 1 ’ / ’MV t h e s i s ’ / ’ Data and
P r o c e s s i n g ’ / ’ Mat lab S c r i p t s ’ / ’ F u l l S c r i p t ’
7 %D e f i n i t i o n s
8 f i l e n a m e = ’ D i a r y _ P a i r w i s e _ C o u p l e s S t u d y _ r e a d y . x l s x ’ ;
9 a l l d a t a = r e a d t a b l e ( f i l e n a m e ) ;
10
11 %% D ef in e Terms
12 Fs =1;
13 t =0 : Fs : 2 9 ;
14 F = ( ( 0 : ( 1 / 3 ) : 5 ) ) ;
15 F=F ’ ;
16 T=1;
17 L=30;
18 Hann=hann ( L ) ;
19 f = ( 0 : ( L / 2 ) ) / L ;
20 t n = ( 0 : L−1)∗T ;
21
22
23 %% Data
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24 %C o n c a t e n a t e male and f em a le s e x u a l d e s i r e ( i n t h a t o r d e r
) :
25
26 a l l d e s i r e =[ a l l d a t a . Centred_AQ5 ; a l l d a t a . Centred_PQ5 ] ;
27 m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . Centred_AQ5 ;
28 f e m a l e d e s i r e = a l l d a t a . Centred_PQ5 ;
29 d e s i r e d i s c r e p = m a l e d e s i r e−f e m a l e d e s i r e ;
30
31 num_couples= l e n g t h ( [ a l l d a t a . age_A ] ) / L ;
32
33 n _ i n d m e n d e s i r e = l e n g t h ( m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
34 n_ indwomendes i re = l e n g t h ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ) ;
35 n _ a l l d e s i r e = l e n g t h ( a l l d e s i r e ) ;
36
37 nn =1000; %number o f random p e r m u t a t i o n s
38 nm=nn−1;
39 j 1 =num_couples ;
40 j =num_couples −1; % <<< 64
41 a1=nn∗ j 1 ∗L ; %1000∗65∗30
42 a=a1−1;
43 pp=a1 / j 1 ;
44 %f o r ’ f o r ’ l oop n o i s e ( i n d e x i n g from 0) , t h i s i s 64
45
46 %% Randomise t h e i n d i v i d u a l ’ s d a t a
47
48 %This s e c t i o n t a k e s t h e f i r s t i n d i v i d u a l male d a t a f o r 30
days , and r a n d o m i z e s i t 1000
49 %times , s t a c k i n g each 30− c e l l r andomised s e t on t o p o f
each . Then i t t a k e s
116
50 %t h e second i n d i v i d u a l male , and does t h e same t h i n g
y i e l d i n g 30∗1000∗65
51 %rows of d a t a f o r men and women .
52
53 f o r k =0: j
54 malernd1 = m a l e d e s i r e ( k∗L+1: k∗L+L ) ;
55 f o r i =0 :nm
56 malernd2 = malernd1 ( randperm ( 3 0 ) ) ;
57 malernd3 ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) =malernd2 ’ ;
58 end
59 malernd4 ( k∗L∗nn +1: k∗L∗nn+L∗nn , 1 ) = malernd3 ;
60 end
61
62 f o r k =0: j
63 f e m a l e r n d 1 = f e m a l e d e s i r e ( k∗L+1: k∗L+L ) ;
64 f o r i =0 :nm
65 f e m a l e r n d 2 = f e m a l e r n d 1 ( randperm ( L ) ) ;
66 f e m a l e r n d 3 ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = female rnd2 ’ ;
67 end
68 f e m a l e r n d 4 ( k∗L∗nn +1: k∗L∗nn+L∗nn , 1 ) = f e m a l e r n d 3 ;
69 end
70
71 %% E s t a b l i s h t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s f o r each i n d i v i d u a l ’
s windowed d a t a
72
73 f o r k1 =0: j
74 StdDevM1= s t d ( m a l e d e s i r e ( L∗k1 +1:L∗k1+L ) ) ;
75 StdDevM ( k1 +1 ,1 ) =StdDevM1 ;
76 end
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77
78
79 f o r k1 =0: j
80 StdDevF1= s t d ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ( L∗k1 +1:L∗k1+L ) ) ;
81 StdDevF ( k1 +1 ,1 ) =StdDevF1 ;
82 end
83
84
85 %% S e t S p e c t r a l P a r a m e t e r s
86
87 n f f t =L / 2 ;
88 l f f t = n f f t ∗2 ;
89 windowlength =18;
90 o v e r l a p =12;
91 f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s =30;
92 f b i n =( f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s / 2 ) +1 ;
93
94 %% FFT , n o r m a l i z a t i o n , and iFFT on a l l i n d i v i d u a l s
95
96 f o r k1 =0: j
97 f f t 1 m = f f t ( m a l e d e s i r e ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L ) , l f f t ) ;
98 f f t1mnorm= f f t 1 m . / StdDevM ( k1 +1) ;
99 i f f t 1 m n o r m = i f f t ( ff t1mnorm , L ) ;
100 m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t 1 m n o r m ;
101 end
102
103
104 f o r k1 =0: j
105 f f t 1 f = f f t ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L ) , l f f t ) ;
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106 f f t 1 f n o r m = f f t 1 f . / StdDevF ( k1 +1) ;
107 i f f t 1 f n o r m = i f f t ( f f t 1 f n o r m , L ) ;
108 f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t 1 f n o r m ;
109 end
110
111 %% FFT , n o r m a l i z a t i o n , and iFFT on a l l randomized
i n d i v i d u a l d a t a
112 %nn =1000; %number o f random p e r m u t a t i o n s
113 %nm=nn−1;
114 %j 1 =num_couples ;
115 %j =num_couples −1; % <<< 64
116 %a1=nn∗ j 1 ∗L ; %1000∗65∗30
117
118 f o r k =0: j
119 m a l e r n d f f t = male rnd4 ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) ;
120 StdDevMtemp=StdDevM ( k +1) ;
121 f o r i =0 :nm
122 f f t m a l e r n d 1 = f f t ( m a l e r n d f f t ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , l f f t ) ;
123 f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = f f t m a l e r n d 1 . / StdDevMtemp ;
124 i f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = i f f t ( f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m , L ) ;
125 indmale rndnorm ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m ;
126 end
127 malerndnorm ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) =
indmale rndnorm ;
128 end
129
130
131 f o r k =0: j
132 f e m a l e r n d = f e m a l e r n d 4 ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) ;
119
133 StdDevFtemp=StdDevF ( k +1) ;
134 f o r i =0 :nm
135 f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 = f f t ( f e m a l e r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , l f f t ) ;
136 f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 . / StdDevFtemp ;
137 i f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = i f f t ( f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m , L ) ;
138 i n d f e m a l e r n d n o r m ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) =
i f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m ;
139 end
140 f emale rndnorm ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) =
i n d f e m a l e r n d n o r m ;
141 end
142
143
144
145 %% Pwelch Male
146
147 f o r i =0 : j
148 sxm1=pwelch ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
149 sxm ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =sxm1 ’ ;
150
151 end
152
153
154
155 %% Pwelch Female
156
157 f o r i =0 : j
158 s x f 1 =pwelch ( f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) ,
120
hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
159 s x f ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) = sxf1 ’ ;
160
161 end
162
163 %% CPSD Men and Women
164
165 f o r i =0 : j
166 sxmf1= cpsd ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
167
168 sxmf ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmf1 ’ ;
169
170 end
171
172 %% Average PSD men and women
173
174 sam=mean ( sxm ) ;
175
176 s a f =mean ( s x f ) ;
177
178
179 %% Average CPSD men and women
180
181 samf=mean ( sxmf ) ;
182
183 %% Average MSC men and women
184
121
185 CMFmean= abs ( samf ) . ^ 2 . / sam . / s a f ;
186
187 %% E s t a b l i s h t h e mean phase d i f f e r e n c e s f o r c o u p l e s
188
189 f o r i =0 : j
190 [CXY1, F1 ]= cpsd ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
191 CXY( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =CXY1 ’ ;
192 F ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =F1 ’ ;
193 end
194
195 phase=−a n g l e (CXY) / p i ;
196
197 phasemean1=mean ( phase ) ’ ;
198
199 phasemean= round ( phasemean1 , 3 ) ;
200
201
202 %% Under t ake mscohere f o r randomized v e r s i o n s o f t h e da t a
, s h o u l d t a k e a round 16 mins
203 %pp =30000
204 %j =64
205 %nm=999
206
207 t i c ;
208 f o r k =0: j
209
210 malernd0 =malerndnorm ( k∗pp +1: k∗pp+pp , : ) ;
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211 f e m a l e r n d 0 = female rndnorm ( k∗pp +1: k∗pp+pp , : ) ;
212 f o r i =0 :nm
213
214 sxmn1 = pwelch ( male rnd0 ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
215 s x f n 1 = pwelch ( f e m a l e r n d 0 ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
216 sxmfn1 = cpsd ( male rnd0 ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , f e m a l e r n d 0 ( ( i ∗L
+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p ,
f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
217 sxmn1=sxmn1 ’ ;
218 s x f n 1 = sxfn1 ’ ;
219 sxmfn1=sxmfn1 ’ ;
220 sxmn2 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmn1 ;
221 s x f n 2 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) = s x f n 1 ;
222 sxmfn2 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmfn1 ;
223
224 end
225 sxmn ( k∗nn +1: k∗nn+nn , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmn2 ; %Sxx ( r e a l )
226 s x f n ( k∗nn +1: k∗nn+nn , 1 : f b i n ) = s x f n 2 ; %Syy ( r e a l )
227 sxmfn ( k∗nn +1: k∗nn+nn , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmfn2 ; %Sxy ( complex )
228 end
229
230 t o c ;
231
232 %% g e t a mean MSC m a t r i x t h a t i s 1000 x16 a g a i n s t which t o
compare t h e MSC of t h e r e a l d a t a
233
234 f o r k =0:nm
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235
236 f o r i =( k +1) : nn : ( j ∗nn+1+k )
237
238 samn1 ( ( ( i −(k +1) ) / nn +1) , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmn ( i , 1 : f b i n ) ;
239 s a f n 1 ( ( ( i −(k +1) ) / nn +1) , 1 : f b i n ) = s x f n ( i , 1 : f b i n ) ;
240 samfn1 ( ( ( i −(k +1) ) / nn +1) , 1 : f b i n ) =sxmfn ( i , 1 : f b i n ) ;
241
242 end
243 samn ( ( k +1) , 1 : f b i n ) =mean ( samn1 ) ;%a v e r a g e Sxx 1000 x 16
244 s a f n ( ( k +1) , 1 : f b i n ) =mean ( s a f n 1 ) ;%a v e r a g e Syy 1000 x 16
245 samfn ( ( k +1) , 1 : f b i n ) =mean ( samfn1 ) ; %a v e r a g e Sxy 1000 x 16
246 end
247
248 f o r i =0:999
249
250 ca1= abs ( samfn ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) ) . ^ 2 . / samn ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) . / s a f n
( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) ;
251 meanrnd2 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =ca1 ; %meanrnd2 i s t h e MSC (
a v e r a g e d ) 1000 x16
252
253 end
254
255 %% S i g n i f i c a n c e Compar isons
256
257 checkdyad =CMFmean>=meanrnd2 ;
258 checksumdyad=sum ( checkdyad ) ;
259 pMdyad=1−( checksumdyad / nn ) ;
260
261 pM3stardyad = f i n d ( pMdyad < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
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262 pM2stardyad = f i n d ( pMdyad <=0.01 & pMdyad > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
263 pM1stardyad = f i n d ( pMdyad >0.01 & pMdyad <=0 .05 ) ;
264 pM0stardyad = f i n d ( pMdyad >0.05 & pMdyad <=0 .10 ) ;
265 pManys ta r = f i n d ( pMdyad <=0 .10 ) ;
266
267 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d =F1 ( pM3stardyad ) ;
268 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d =F1 ( pM2stardyad ) ;
269 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d =F1 ( pM1stardyad ) ;
270 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d =F1 ( pM0stardyad ) ;
271
272 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d =CMFmean( pM3stardyad ) ;
273 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d =CMFmean( pM2stardyad ) ;
274 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d =CMFmean( pM1stardyad ) ;
275 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d =CMFmean( pM0stardyad ) ;
276
277 keyphase = z e r o s ( f b i n , 1 ) ;
278 keyphase ( pManystar , 1 ) =phasemean ( pManystar , 1 ) ;
279 d e l = f i n d ( keyphase ==0) ;
280 b= num2s t r ( keyphase ) ;
281 c = c e l l s t r ( b ) ;
282 c ( de l , 1 ) = [ { [ ] } ] ;
283
284 %% p l o t r e s u l t s
285 dx = 0 . 0 1 5 ; dy = 0 . 0 1 ; dd = 0 . 0 0 3 ;
286 f o n t s i z e =24;
287 f o n t s i z e 2 =14;
288 f i g u r e
289
290 p l o t ( F1 , meanrnd2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ 0 . 8 0 . 8 0 . 8 ] ) ;
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291 ho ld on
292 p l o t ( F1 , CMFmean , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ 0 0 0 ] , ’ LineWidth ’ , 3 )
293 y l a b e l ( ’ Magni tude Squared Coherence ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
294 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
295 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d +dy , ’
∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
296 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d +dy , ’
∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
297 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d +dy , ’∗
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
298 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d +dy , ’+
’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
299 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
300 t e x t ( F1+dx , CMFmean+dy , c , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e 2 )
301 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
302 yl im ( [ 0 0 . 3 ] )
303 t i t l e ( ’MSC’ )
304
305
306 %% E s t a b l i s h t h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s f o r each i n d i v i d u a l ’
s windowed d a t a
307
308 f o r k1 =0: j
309 StdDevM1= s t d ( m a l e d e s i r e ( L∗k1 +1:L∗k1+L ) ) ;
310 StdDevM ( k1 +1 ,1 ) =StdDevM1 ;
311 end
312
313
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314 f o r k1 =0: j
315 StdDevF1= s t d ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ( L∗k1 +1:L∗k1+L ) ) ;
316 StdDevF ( k1 +1 ,1 ) =StdDevF1 ;
317 end
318
319
320 %% S e t S p e c t r a l P a r a m e t e r s
321
322 n f f t =L / 2 ;
323 l f f t = n f f t ∗2 ;
324 windowlength =18;
325 o v e r l a p =12;
326 f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s =30;
327 f b i n =( f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s / 2 ) +1 ;
328
329 %% FFT , n o r m a l i z a t i o n , and iFFT on a l l i n d i v i d u a l s
330
331 f o r k1 =0: j
332 f f t 1 m = f f t ( m a l e d e s i r e ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L ) , l f f t ) ;
333 f f t1mnorm= f f t 1 m . / StdDevM ( k1 +1) ;
334 i f f t 1 m n o r m = i f f t ( ff t1mnorm , L ) ;
335 m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t 1 m n o r m ;
336 end
337 m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m = m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m +( rand ( l e n g t h (
m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ) , 1 ) −0.5) . / 1 0 0 ;
338
339 f o r k1 =0: j
340 f f t 1 f = f f t ( f e m a l e d e s i r e ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L ) , l f f t ) ;
341 f f t 1 f n o r m = f f t 1 f . / StdDevF ( k1 +1) ;
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342 i f f t 1 f n o r m = i f f t ( f f t 1 f n o r m , L ) ;
343 f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( k1∗L+1: k1∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t 1 f n o r m ;
344 end
345
346 f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m = f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m +( rand ( l e n g t h (
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ) , 1 ) −0.5) . / 1 0 0 ;
347
348 %% FFT , n o r m a l i z a t i o n , and iFFT on a l l randomized
i n d i v i d u a l d a t a
349 %nn =1000; %number o f random p e r m u t a t i o n s
350 %nm=nn−1;
351 %j 1 =num_couples ;
352 %j =num_couples −1; % <<< 64
353 %a1=nn∗ j 1 ∗L ; %1000∗65∗30
354
355 f o r k =0: j
356 m a l e r n d f f t = male rnd4 ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) ;
357 StdDevMtemp=StdDevM ( k +1) ;
358 f o r i =0 :nm
359 f f t m a l e r n d 1 = f f t ( m a l e r n d f f t ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , l f f t ) ;
360 f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = f f t m a l e r n d 1 . / StdDevMtemp ;
361 i f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = i f f t ( f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m , L ) ;
362 indmale rndnorm ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) = i f f t m a l e r n d 1 n o r m ;
363 end
364 malerndnorm ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) =
indmale rndnorm ;
365 end
366 malerndnorm=malerndnorm +( rand ( l e n g t h ( malerndnorm ) , 1 ) −0.5)
. / 1 0 0 ;
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367
368 f o r k =0: j
369 f e m a l e r n d = f e m a l e r n d 4 ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) ;
370 StdDevFtemp=StdDevF ( k +1) ;
371 f o r i =0 :nm
372 f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 = f f t ( f e m a l e r n d ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , l f f t ) ;
373 f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 . / StdDevFtemp ;
374 i f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m = i f f t ( f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m , L ) ;
375 i n d f e m a l e r n d n o r m ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) =
i f f t f e m a l e r n d 1 n o r m ;
376 end
377 f emale rndnorm ( k∗L∗nn + 1 : ( k∗L∗nn ) +(L∗nn ) , 1 ) =
i n d f e m a l e r n d n o r m ;
378 end
379 f emale rndnorm = female rndnorm +( rand ( l e n g t h ( female rndnorm )
, 1 ) −0.5) . / 1 0 0 ;
380
381 %% Under t ake MSCOHERE on 3 example c o u p l e s
382
383 %Couple 1
384 MSC1=( mscohere ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 1 : 3 0 , 1 ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 1 : 3 0 , 1 ) , hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p
, f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ) ’ ;
385
386 %Couple 1 rnd
387 f o r i =0 :nm
388 MSCrnda= mscohere ( malerndnorm ( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , f emale rndnorm
( i ∗L+1: i ∗L+L , 1 ) , hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p ,
f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
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389 MSCrnd1 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =MSCrnda ’ ;
390 end
391
392 %Couple 2
393 MSC2=( mscohere ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 3 1 : 6 0 , 1 ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 3 1 : 6 0 , 1 ) , hann ( windowlength ) ,
o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ) ’ ;
394
395 %Couple 2 rnd
396 f o r i =0 :nm
397 MSCrndb= mscohere ( malerndnorm ( i ∗L+1+(1∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(L∗nn )
, 1 ) , f emale rndnorm (1∗ i ∗L+1+(1∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(1∗L∗nn ) , 1 ) ,
hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
398 MSCrnd2 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =MSCrndb ’ ;
399 end
400
401 %Couple 3
402 MSC3=( mscohere ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 6 1 : 9 0 , 1 ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 6 1 : 9 0 , 1 ) , hann ( windowlength ) ,
o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ) ’ ;
403
404 %Couple 3 rnd
405 f o r i =0 :nm
406 MSCrndc= mscohere ( malerndnorm ( i ∗L+1+(2∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(2∗L∗nn
) , 1 ) , f emale rndnorm ( i ∗L+1+(2∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(2∗L∗nn ) , 1 ) ,
hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
407 MSCrnd3 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =MSCrndc ’ ;
408 end
409
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410
411 %Couple 4
412 MSC4=( mscohere ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 9 1 : 1 2 0 , 1 ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( 9 1 : 1 2 0 , 1 ) , hann ( windowlength ) ,
o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ) ’ ;
413
414 %Couple 3 rnd
415 f o r i =0 :nm
416 MSCrndd= mscohere ( malerndnorm ( i ∗L+1+(3∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(3∗L∗nn
) , 1 ) , f emale rndnorm ( i ∗L+1+(3∗L∗nn ) : i ∗L+L+(3∗L∗nn ) , 1 ) ,
hann ( windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
417 MSCrnd4 ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =MSCrndd ’ ;
418 end
419
420 %% E s t a b l i s h t h e phase d i f f e r e n c e s f o r t h r e t h r e e example
c o u p l e s
421
422 f o r i =0 : j
423 [CXY1, F1 ]= cpsd ( m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) ,
f e m a l e d e s i r e f r e q n o r m ( ( i ∗L+1) : ( i ∗L+L ) , : ) , hann (
windowlength ) , o v e r l a p , f r e q u e n c y p o i n t s , Fs ) ;
424 CXY( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =CXY1 ’ ;
425 F ( i + 1 , 1 : f b i n ) =F1 ’ ;
426 end
427
428 phase=−a n g l e (CXY) / p i ;
429 phase =( phase ( 1 : 4 , 1 : f b i n ) ) ’ ;
430
431 %% S i g n i f i c a n c e Compar isons
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432
433 checkdyad1 =MSC1>=MSCrnd1 ;
434 checksumdyad1=sum ( checkdyad1 ) ;
435 pMdyad1=1−( checksumdyad1 / nn ) ;
436
437 checkdyad2 =MSC2>=MSCrnd2 ;
438 checksumdyad2=sum ( checkdyad2 ) ;
439 pMdyad2=1−( checksumdyad2 / nn ) ;
440
441 checkdyad3 =MSC3>=MSCrnd3 ;
442 checksumdyad3=sum ( checkdyad3 ) ;
443 pMdyad3=1−( checksumdyad3 / nn ) ;
444
445
446 checkdyad4 =MSC4>=MSCrnd4 ;
447 checksumdyad4=sum ( checkdyad4 ) ;
448 pMdyad4=1−( checksumdyad4 / nn ) ;
449
450 pM3stardyad1 = f i n d ( pMdyad1 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
451 pM2stardyad1 = f i n d ( pMdyad1 <=0.01 & pMdyad1 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
452 pM1stardyad1 = f i n d ( pMdyad1 >0 .01 & pMdyad1 <=0 .05 ) ;
453 pM0stardyad1 = f i n d ( pMdyad1 >0 .05 & pMdyad1 <=0 .10 ) ;
454 pManys ta r1 = f i n d ( pMdyad1 <=0 .10 ) ;
455
456 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 1 =F1 ( pM3stardyad1 ) ;
457 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 1 =F1 ( pM2stardyad1 ) ;
458 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 1 =F1 ( pM1stardyad1 ) ;
459 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 1 =F1 ( pM0stardyad1 ) ;
460
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461 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 1 =MSC1( pM3stardyad1 ) ;
462 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 1 =MSC1( pM2stardyad1 ) ;
463 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 1 =MSC1( pM1stardyad1 ) ;
464 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 1 =MSC1( pM0stardyad1 ) ;
465
466
467 pM3stardyad2 = f i n d ( pMdyad2 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
468 pM2stardyad2 = f i n d ( pMdyad2 <=0.01 & pMdyad2 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
469 pM1stardyad2 = f i n d ( pMdyad2 >0 .01 & pMdyad2 <=0 .05 ) ;
470 pM0stardyad2 = f i n d ( pMdyad2 >0 .05 & pMdyad2 <=0 .10 ) ;
471 pManys ta r2 = f i n d ( pMdyad2 <=0 .10 ) ;
472
473 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 2 =F1 ( pM3stardyad2 ) ;
474 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 2 =F1 ( pM2stardyad2 ) ;
475 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 2 =F1 ( pM1stardyad2 ) ;
476 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 2 =F1 ( pM0stardyad2 ) ;
477
478 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 2 =MSC2( pM3stardyad2 ) ;
479 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 2 =MSC2( pM2stardyad2 ) ;
480 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 2 =MSC2( pM1stardyad2 ) ;
481 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 2 =MSC2( pM0stardyad2 ) ;
482
483
484
485 pM3stardyad3 = f i n d ( pMdyad3 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
486 pM2stardyad3 = f i n d ( pMdyad3 <=0.01 & pMdyad3 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
487 pM1stardyad3 = f i n d ( pMdyad3 >0 .01 & pMdyad3 <=0 .05 ) ;
488 pM0stardyad3 = f i n d ( pMdyad3 >0 .05 & pMdyad3 <=0 .10 ) ;
489 pManys ta r3 = f i n d ( pMdyad3 <=0 .10 ) ;
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490
491 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 3 =F1 ( pM3stardyad3 ) ;
492 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 3 =F1 ( pM2stardyad3 ) ;
493 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 3 =F1 ( pM1stardyad3 ) ;
494 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 3 =F1 ( pM0stardyad3 ) ;
495
496 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 3 =MSC3( pM3stardyad3 ) ;
497 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 3 =MSC3( pM2stardyad3 ) ;
498 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 3 =MSC3( pM1stardyad3 ) ;
499 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 3 =MSC3( pM0stardyad3 ) ;
500
501
502 pM3stardyad4 = f i n d ( pMdyad4 < 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
503 pM2stardyad4 = f i n d ( pMdyad4 <=0.01 & pMdyad4 > 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
504 pM1stardyad4 = f i n d ( pMdyad4 >0 .01 & pMdyad4 <=0 .05 ) ;
505 pM0stardyad4 = f i n d ( pMdyad4 >0 .05 & pMdyad4 <=0 .10 ) ;
506 pManys ta r4 = f i n d ( pMdyad4 <=0 .10 ) ;
507
508 p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 4 =F1 ( pM3stardyad4 ) ;
509 p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 4 =F1 ( pM2stardyad4 ) ;
510 p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 4 =F1 ( pM1stardyad4 ) ;
511 p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 4 =F1 ( pM0stardyad4 ) ;
512
513 p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 4 =MSC4( pM3stardyad4 ) ;
514 p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 4 =MSC4( pM2stardyad4 ) ;
515 p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 4 =MSC4( pM1stardyad4 ) ;
516 p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 4 =MSC4( pM0stardyad4 ) ;
517
518
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519 keyphase1 = z e r o s ( f b i n , 1 ) ;
520 keyphase1 ( pManystar1 , 1 ) = phase ( pManystar1 , 1 ) ;
521 d e l 1 = f i n d ( keyphase1 ==0) ;
522 b1= num2s t r ( keyphase1 ) ;
523 c1 = c e l l s t r ( b1 ) ;
524 c1 ( de l1 , 1 ) = [ { [ ] } ] ;
525
526
527 keyphase2 = z e r o s ( f b i n , 1 ) ;
528 keyphase2 ( pManystar2 , 1 ) = phase ( pManystar2 , 2 ) ;
529 d e l 2 = f i n d ( keyphase2 ==0) ;
530 b2= num2s t r ( keyphase2 ) ;
531 c2 = c e l l s t r ( b2 ) ;
532 c2 ( de l2 , 1 ) = [ { [ ] } ] ;
533
534
535 keyphase3 = z e r o s ( f b i n , 1 ) ;
536 keyphase3 ( pManystar3 , 1 ) = phase ( pManystar3 , 3 ) ;
537 d e l 3 = f i n d ( keyphase3 ==0) ;
538 b3= num2s t r ( keyphase3 ) ;
539 c3 = c e l l s t r ( b3 ) ;
540 c3 ( de l3 , 1 ) = [ { [ ] } ] ;
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542 keyphase4 = z e r o s ( f b i n , 1 ) ;
543 keyphase4 ( pManystar4 , 1 ) = phase ( pManystar4 , 4 ) ;
544 d e l 4 = f i n d ( keyphase4 ==0) ;
545 b4= num2s t r ( keyphase4 ) ;
546 c4 = c e l l s t r ( b4 ) ;
547 c4 ( de l4 , 1 ) = [ { [ ] } ] ;
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548
549
550
551 %% PLOTS
552 dx = 0 . 0 0 7 ; dy =−0.005; Rc = 0 . 8 ; Gc = 0 . 8 ; Bc = 0 . 8 ;
553 f o n t s i z e =26;
554 Rd=0;Gd=0;Bd =0;
555 LW=3;
556 hh = 1 . 4 ;
557 dx = 0 . 0 1 5 ; dy = 0 . 0 1 ; dd = 0 . 0 0 3 ;
558 f o n t s i z e =24;
559 f o n t s i z e 2 =14;
560
561 f i g u r e
562 s u b p l o t ( 4 , 1 , 1 )
563 p l o t ( F1 , MSCrnd1 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
564 ho ld on
565 p l o t ( F1 , MSC1, ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
566 ho ld o f f
567 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 hh ] )
568 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 1 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 1 +dy ,
’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
569 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 1 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 1 +dy ,
’ ∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
570 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 1 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 1 +dy ,
’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
571 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 1 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 1 +dy ,
’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
572 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
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573 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
574 t e x t ( F1+dx , MSC1+dy , c1 , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e 2 )
575 y l a b e l ( ’MSC ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
576 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
577 t i t l e ( ’MSC Example Couple 1 ’ )
578
579 s u b p l o t ( 4 , 1 , 2 )
580 p l o t ( F1 , MSCrnd2 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
581 ho ld on
582 p l o t ( F1 , MSC2, ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
583 ho ld o f f
584 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 hh ] )
585 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 2 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 2 +dy ,
’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
586 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 2 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 2 +dy ,
’ ∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
587 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 2 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 2 +dy ,
’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
588 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 2 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 2 +dy ,
’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
589 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
590 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
591 t e x t ( F1+dx , MSC2+dy , c2 , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e 2 )
592 y l a b e l ( ’MSC ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
593 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
594 t i t l e ( ’MSC Example Couple 2 ’ )
595
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596 s u b p l o t ( 4 , 1 , 3 )
597 p l o t ( F1 , MSCrnd3 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
598 ho ld on
599 p l o t ( F1 , MSC3, ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
600 ho ld o f f
601 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 3 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 3 +dy ,
’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
602 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 3 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 3 +dy ,
’ ∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
603 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 3 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 3 +dy ,
’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
604 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 3 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 3 +dy ,
’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
605 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 hh ] )
606 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
607 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
608 t e x t ( F1+dx , MSC3+dy , c3 , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e 2 )
609 y l a b e l ( ’MSC ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
610 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
611 t i t l e ( ’MSC Example Couple 3 ’ )
612
613 s u b p l o t ( 4 , 1 , 4 )
614 p l o t ( F1 , MSCrnd4 ( 1 : 1 0 0 , 1 : 1 6 ) , ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rc Gc Bc ] )
615 ho ld on
616 p l o t ( F1 , MSC4, ’ Co lo r ’ , [ Rd Gd Bd ] , ’ LineWidth ’ ,LW)
617 ho ld o f f
618 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 4 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 3 s t a r d y a d 4 +dy ,
’ ∗∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
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619 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 4 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 2 s t a r d y a d 4 +dy ,
’ ∗∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
620 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 4 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 1 s t a r d y a d 4 +dy ,
’∗ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
621 t e x t ( p M f l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 4 +dd , p M A l o c a t i o n s 0 s t a r d y a d 4 +dy ,
’+ ’ , ’ Co lo r ’ , ’ r e d ’ , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e )
622 a x i s ( [ 0 0 . 5 0 hh ] )
623 x l a b e l ( ’ F requency ( C yc l e s Per Month ) ’ )
624 x t i c k l a b e l s ( { ’ 0 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 3 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 6 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 9 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 12 ’ , ’ ’ , ’ 15
’ } )
625 t e x t ( F1+dx , MSC4+dy , c4 , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , f o n t s i z e 2 )
626 y l a b e l ( ’MSC ( n o r m a l i z e d ) ’ )
627 s e t ( gca , ’ F o n t S i z e ’ , 1 4 ) ;
628 t i t l e ( ’MSC Example Couple 4 ’ )
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